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Abstract:
Boeing is the premier manufacturer of commercial jetliners and a leader in defense and space
systems. Competition in commercial aircraft production is increasing and in order to retain their
competitive position, Boeing must strive to improve their operations by reducing costs. Boeing
factories today still schedule and monitor the shop floor much as they have for the past 100 years.
This thesis compares and contrasts several different methods for shop floor control and
scheduling including Boeing's barcharts, Toyota production system, critical chain, and dynamic
scheduling. Each system is will be analyzed with respect to how it handles variability in labor
output required and how that affects which products are typically made under each system. In
additional to qualitative comparisons, discrete event simulations comparing the various strategies
will be presented. Areas for future simulation study are also discussed.
The recommended approach for commercial airplane assembly is critical chain. A suggested
implementation plan is presented along with methods to ease acceptance.
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Title: J. Spencer Standish Career Development Professor, Sloan School of Management
Thesis Supervisor: Stan Gershwin
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1 Overview of The Boeing Company
The Boeing Company is the premier manufacturer of commercial jetliners and is a global leader
in military aircraft, missile defense and space systems. In 2003 total revenues for the company
were $50.5 billion.
Boeing's four main divisions are: Boeing Capital, Commercial Airplanes, Connexion by Boeing,
and Integrated Defense Systems.
In 2003 Commercial Airplanes accounted for -45% of Boeing's total revenue. Commercial
Airplanes produces a complete line of aircraft from a 106 passenger Boeing 717 through the
instantly recognizable 568 passenger Boeing 747-400.
Although Boeing has traditionally fabricated the majority of components and systems for
commercial airplane production, the manufacturer has recently begun shifting up the value
stream by divesting fabrication operations and instead focusing on system integration and
assembly. This, coupled with a huge decrease in market demand has caused employment under
commercial airplanes to shrink roughly 50% from 108,481 in 1997 to 52,668 in 2004 (Boeing
Web).
2 Overview of the Commercial Airplane Market
The commercial aviation business is cyclical in nature and is tied to macro economic trends. As
a long lead time capital goods manufacturer, airplane producers experience the bullwhip effect in
full force. Thus they are typically one of the industries that recover slowly at the end of a
downturn. Historical aircraft deliveries can be seen lagging with economic growth as shown in
Figure 1 & Figure 2. In 1999 Boeing produced 620 airplanes, more than the entire market
demand in 2003, and more than double 2003 Boeing deliveries.
Although several commercial airplane manufacturers had existed within the United States, only
Boeing remained in 1997 when Boeing completed its purchase of McDonnell Douglas. With the
creation of Airbus in 1970, Boeing faced strong international competition for the first time in its
history. Today Airbus has a complete product portfolio and has recently surpassed Boeing as the
market leader in airplane deliveries in 2003 with 305 airplanes delivered compared to Boeing's
281 (Campbell). Figure 2 shows the historical and forecasted airplane deliveries by Boeing and
Airbus.
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Figure 2. Historical and forecasted airplane deliveries
(Campbell).
Additional pressure on Boeing comes from the regional jet manufacturers of Embraer and
Bombardier. These two companies have successfully launched 50 passenger capacity jet
airplanes and have clearly announced their intentions to create larger jet aircraft that will
compete directly with Boeing and Airbus.
Supplier Power Competition Buyer Power
I
Figure 3. Porter's Five Forces Model for Commercial Jetliners (Porter).
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3 Overview of the Modern Commercial Airplane
The modern commercial jetliner is one of the most complex machines built by man. It is capable
of carrying hundreds of individuals from London to Los Angeles in under 14 hours with a
dispatch reliability' of over 99%.
Since the operating performance of the airplane directly translates into operating costs and thus
the profitability of an air carrier, the product is engineered for high performance via a highly
integral design. Integral designs use custom designed components that often perform multiple
functions. Because of the interdependences of components in achieving system goals, integral
products are designed as a system from the top down. For example in airplanes, the wings serve
not only to generate lift but also to house the fuel tanks of the airplane and to carry the engines.
Some general characteristics of integral designs versus modular design are shown in Table 1,
below. Later we will see how the type of design influences the design of the manufacturing
system.
Integral Design Modular Design
Components Custom Off the shelf
Performance Evaluations System Level Component Level
Product design As a system Independent Components
Weight Low High
Performance High Low-Mid
Customizability Low High
Upgradeability Low High
Assembly Time High Mid-Low
Cost High Low
Table 1. A comparison of integral and modular architecture (Ulrich).
When designing aircraft weight is a primary design driver since it directly impacts aircraft
performance and thus operating cost for the airline. Designers will often trade assembly
complexity and cost to save weight thus improving performance. A common rule of thumb in
commercial aircraft design is that a one pound savings is worth -$5,000 in additional lifecycle
costs per airplane since over the life of the airplane, more than $5,000 in operating costs will be
reduced by that one pound weight savings. This dollar/pound ratio contrasts sharply with the
automotive industry where tradeoffs typically range in $1-10 dollar/pound range. As designers
on the 787 attempt to make the aircraft easier to manufacture, they constantly trade off between
reducing weight and assembly ease often by eliminating poke-yoke design features (features that
allow only correct installations). Improved assembly ease helps standardize assembly times thus
reducing manufacturing variability.
1 Dispatch reliability is the percentage of time an airplane ready to use when it is called for to be used.
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4 The Boeing Factory
The Boeing factory has slowly evolved into its current state over the one hundred years that
Boeing has been producing airplanes. In this section we will provide an overview of the factory
in terms of what takes place in the factory, how it is organized, and the operating culture with the
hope that it provides sufficient background to comprehend the shop floor control issues
discussed later in this thesis.
4.1 Work Completed in the Factory
Although some fabrication work and structural assembly is completed by Boeing, the future
strategic direction of the company is to transition its focus to airplane final assembly. Boeing's
vision of final assembly includes wing/body join, interiors, cargo systems, system installation,
and functional test.
Boeing completes final assembly of the majority of airplanes in two facilities in the Puget Sound
area of Washington State. The facility at Everett is home of the 767, 747, 777, and 787 final
assembly. The Renton facility produces the 737 and the recently retired 757 aircraft line.
In final assembly at Boeing today, airplanes are produced on family specific manufacturing lines.
For example the 747 has one distinct manufacturing line while the 777 has another. The 777
manufacturing line is capable of producing all variants of the 777 including the -200, -300,
-200LR, -300ER, and the proposed freighter. Each variant may require significantly different
labor content during production. A 777-300ER airplane requires many more hours of work than
a freighter version due to a complete interior package including trim, lighting, seating, etc. The
freighter however, may require additional structural work to provide adequate cargo support.
Thus total labor content and location of content can vary depending on the product.
A single manufacturing line such as the 777 is divided up into a number of geographic areas
called control codes (e.g. wing majors, forward fuselage systems installation). Each control code
within the factory is governed independently with a separate visual control system. A typical
control code may have from 8-15 workers with one supervisor, and roughly 350 jobs to be
completed prior to aircraft leaving the zone. Jobs range in time from thirty minutes to forty
hours. The supervisor's job is to manage the work process by assigning workers to jobs,
ensuring parts and tools are available when needed, and assisting with production problems by
securing outside assistance when needed. Transfer methods between zones vary between two
primary methods: scheduled crane moves and a continuous moving line. Transfers between
zones are considered hard deadlines.
If an airplane is leaving a control code incomplete, work is 'traveled' to the next control code.
This traveled work is completed by the originating area's workers while the airplane continues
down the line. This creates two undesirable conditions: system delays and exponentially
exploding work. System delays occur when workers trying to finish traveled work interfere with
scheduled work due to geographic or other resource conflicts (e.g. too many workers in the
cockpit). Exponentially exploding work occurs when a vicious cycle is created with traveled
work. As more work is traveled, more normal workers are diverted from production to deal with
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the traveled work, thus removing workers from the line and increasing the quantity of traveled
work.
A single jet airplane will require twenty to forty thousand man-hours of labor during assembly.
This number contrasts sharply with the labor content of a modern automobile: -20. In airplane
manufacturing components are precision aligned, shimmed, drilled, and fastened in place as
compared to spot welding or bolting in automotive manufacturing. This type of assembly
precision is required to achieve functional performance targets and ensure airframe safety but
comes at the expense of higher labor requirements.
The high labor content in aircraft due to their complexity, size, and integral design coupled with
low demand has pushed manufacturing systems towards long takt2 times generally measured in
days. The 737, Boeing's highest volume production airplane runs at a takt time of one day while
other lines may run from a 3 to 10 day takt time. These long takt times contrast sharply with a
modem automotive facility where takt times are typically 50-60 seconds. With two eight hour
shifts per day this corresponds to nearly 10,000 times slower than automotive manufacturing!
Cleary the solutions of production control seen in automotive manufacturing may be different
than the solutions for aircraft manufacturing.
Although large in overall size, work on the airplane is often limited due to space constraints
since only a few people can fit into a specific region at one time. These space constraints limit
the amount of labor that can be applied in assembly to speed production time. For example, the
flight controls and avionics bay beneath the cockpit is an extremely complicated and densely
populated zone of the aircraft. Despite the number of tasks to be completed in the zone, only two
workers can fit in the bay at any one time, thus limiting the speed with which jobs can be
completed.
Automobile purchasers have a plethora of options to select on their new vehicle. These include
engine type, manual/automatic transmission, interior/exterior colors, sound system, leather seats,
and entertainment options. While this may seem extensive, airplane customers receive these as
well as being able to specify dozens of other options such as the type of hydraulic valves, brakes,
and engine oil. Additionally, the customer provides the interior of the airplane which is then
installed by Boeing. These interiors may be designed for user comfort and minimal weight, but
are often done so at the expense of assembly and installation ease. Imagine a customer showing
up at an auto plant with their own vehicle seats and just slipping them into the production
system! This level of customization ensures that few aircraft are alike and with a highly integral
design it ensures that every aircraft has a different level of labor content.
4.2 Learning Curves in the Factory
The much cited 'learning curve' in airplane manufacturing shows that with increasing
cumulative production numbers the effort (labor hours) required decreases logarithmically
(Parker). The equation for a learning curve is:
y = ax-b Equation 1.
2 Takt time a fundamental building block of lean production, is the rate of demand from customers. Production flow
is synchronized to this rate to minimize waste.
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Where:
y = time for the xth unit of production
x = cumulative production unit number
a = time for the first unit of production
b = learning curve coefficient, where b = log (learning percentage) / log 2
What the learning curve represents is how the combined knowledge and skill of the factory
workers, supervisors, and improved production methods make the product easier to build with
cumulative volume.
Boeing depends on certain learning percentages for achieving profitable airplane production.
The steeper the learning curve, the faster product assembly costs are reduced. A 90% learning
percentage means that 90% of the time is required per unit every time production volume
doubles. Learning percentages vary depending on the type of work being performed and is
usually determined by statistical analysis of similar task data. Raw materials see little
improvements with volume and thus have a high learning percentage of 93-96%. Aerospace
generally has a learning percentage of 85% but Boeing has seen learning rates significantly lower
(better) than that on programs such as the F/A-22. Although learning curves typically are
thought to represent a worker's skill and knowledge, they also take into account process and
technology improvements that reduce costs.
The complexity of aircraft assembly and the length of work tasks (called 'jobs') in the Boeing
factory ensure that there is much room for both individual and institutional learning. Jobs in the
Boeing factory can vary in length from thirty minutes to over 8 hours. Often work instructions
read simply "Install per drawings xxxOOI through xxx 150." The factory worker must then pull
up prints of 150 CAD drawings and begin studying them to understand how the completed work
should look. This deciphering of a job takes time and is part of the reason why Boeing can
achieve significant learning curves.
However, once a job is completed, it will not be repeated until a new aircraft comes through
assembly, up to 10 days later due to the long flow times. During those ten days, a worker will
decipher and perform a variety of other tasks, further complicating his ability to recollect the job
correctly. To improve his ability to perform the job on repeat occurrences, the worker will often
make notes and color code important details on the paper drawings he pulled during installation.
During a repeat installation, the worker can simply look back at his notes on the drawings and
thus greatly improve his recollection of a complex task. The only negative to this process, is that
to guarantee compliance with the latest engineering designs, Boeing forbids old drawings on the
factory floor.
Learning curves in the automotive industry offer a significantly different perspective.
Automotive production is designed and organized into small easily repeatable tasks with takt
times of roughly 60 seconds. Components are designed such that minimal skill and training are
required to complete the task. Within only a few iterations, an operator is up to speed and
producing at line rates. In a typical production shift, one operator working for 7 hours on the line
12
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will repeat her task 420 times. In less than three days of full rate production, she will complete
1000 units and thus reach the standard time3 for the job.
4.3 The Boeing Factory Culture
Since the culture of an organization more often dictates its capabilities rather than its technical
abilities, the importance of organizational culture cannot be overlooked. The first thing to
recognize about Boeing culture is that it varies between factories, production lines, and control
codes. The statements that I make here about Boeing culture, while valid observations locally in
Renton, Everett, and Seattle may not be universal truisms at Boeing.
4.3.1 Employment is Temporary
To remain fiscally viable in the cyclical nature of the aerospace business, Boeing has attempted
to reduce variable costs during down cycles. Figure 4 shows commercial airplane employment
and total Boeing employment. Since product development, tooling, and factory floor space are
sunk costs, the only variable costs in airplane production are consumables (electricity, solvents,
etc.), raw materials, and labor. To meet short term cost goals, Boeing scales all three to match
current production needs. This historical hire and fire trend has created a special culture at
Boeing where employment is viewed as temporary, and projects that reduce hourly labor content
may face an uphill implementation battle.
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Figure 4. Historical BCA and total Boeing employment numbers (Boeing Web).
4.3.2 Difficult Management/Hourly Relations
The Boeing management and union relationship is generally adversarial. Management while
seeking to continuously reduce costs tries to pull on one of the only levers available to them,
3 The standard time is the time to complete a task on the 1000 cumulative unit of production (Parker).
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employee headcount. Employees are thus suspicious of most productivity improvements since it
is directly related to headcount reductions. This behavior leads to an atmosphere of distrust.
Although the majority of the employees in the Everett facility were hard at work during my time
there, there were dozens of stories about workers abusing the system and the union contract.
Managers were constantly aware of their actions with employees and frequently referred to union
rules to ensure compliance.
4.3.3 The Union Contract - Hindrance to Flexibility and Learning
The Boeing factory operates in a strong union environment. This creates many of the same
disadvantages seen in automotive assembly shops, but with a stronger effect due to Boeing's
cyclical nature.
During company wide layoffs to reduce headcount, union employees are let go according to
seniority. Thus workers are laid off not on the basis of skill, competence, work history, or future
potential, but solely on the number of years in service. Management has a few negotiated
methods whereby a limited number of specific individuals with unique skills and excellent work
habits can be retained during layoffs depending on the severity of layoffs.
An additional by-product of layoffs in a Union environment is bumping. If the 757 line is
shutting down, the number of workers on the line must either be laid off or relocated to other
work. Since layoff are done based on seniority at the site level, a young 737 worker will be laid
off to make room for a more senior 757 worker regardless of employment record. The more
senior employee must now learn a new job from the beginning and come up to speed on the
learning curve. High levels of bumping during a major production slowdown thus further
contribute to difficult financial times since costs increase as workers learn their new jobs.
As the company reduces headcount to match the reduced needs of a final assembly only
manufacturer, layoffs will continue and thus further contribute to an aging workforce whose
average age is now already close to 50. With the difficulty of the work and ergonomic
challenges of confined spaces, an aged workforce is sure to see increased accident rates and
rising medical costs.
4.3.4 A Resistance to Change
With a proud history and few competitors, Boeing has grown a general lack of urgency within
the factory. Employees strongly believe in the superiority of their products and this can
sometimes manifest itself in a not-invented-here syndrome. A safety intensive product also
increases the hurdles over which changes must pass.
Additionally a sense of complacency within commercial airplanes is held by many employees.
Many expressed the view that, "there will never be only one airplane manufacturer" or, "the
government won't let Boeing (Commercial Airplanes) go out of business". Mr. Chihiro Nakao,
the president of Shingijutsu 4, commented about this lack of urgency within the engineering ranks
4 Shingijutsu has been working with Boeing on implementing lean manufacturing for the last 8 years.
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saying:
Boeing right now is facing a crisis, your backs are against a wall. But no one
believes in the urgency of the crisis. If all the engineers were put in 'moonshine
jail' for a year, not allowed to go home, and told to work only on improving our
products 24 hours a day maybe they would understand the urgency of the crisis.
(Nakao)
As with any large organization, Boeing has significant inertia. This can prove challenging for
those with rapid timeframes and lofty ambitions but can be sustaining when initiatives catch on
such as lean has at Boeing.
Additionally, as one will find in other large organizations, many problems have been studied and
many ideas have been tested but for one reason or another, the idea or implementation did not
stick and instead resides in a filing cabinet or old computer database. The notion that "it's been
tried before and didn't work then" was very much present in the factory.
A resistance to change has been enhanced by the system which often provides no clear channel
for improvement ideas and suggestions. On one of my many trips to the Everett site for
observing processes, a worker asked me if I was an engineer and could issue a change on a
specific component that had been inadvertently damaged on multiple occasions at significant
cost and time!
4.3.5 The Craftsman Assembly Worker
The aircraft industry has long recognized factory workers as skilled craftsmen. This notion,
although common in automotive work in the early 1900s, was driven from automotive culture
with the advent of Henry Ford's assembly line and job specialization. The aircraft industry has
yet to see this transition. Although workers are craftsman trained in such general job
classifications such as mechanic, electrician, and plumber, they then receive additional special
job training such as skin riveting.
It was generally acknowledged that specific individuals were especially skilled in riveting
fuselage skins without denting the surface for example. Since the quality output of the system is
dependent on the individual, these skilled individuals become highly prized in the system.
Managers would place these individuals into the jobs that most required their expertise.
Unfortunately this also leads the system to become reliant on specific individuals rather than on
roles and responsibilities. The only way such as situation could occur in automotive production
is through poorly defined standard work, whereby the method used by one employee differs from
another. This is precisely the case at Boeing, where standardized work instructions are, "install
per drawing."
The craftsman works alone. This culture was apparent at certain Boeing sites where workers
explicitly stated that they like working alone. One said, "give me by bar (work package) and
leave me alone (referring to management)." In this site, when management had recently tried to
5 A moonshine shop is a special place in the factory designated to help employees quickly and creatively develop
solutions to common manufacturing challenges.
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invoke peer pressure to bear on poor performing workers, the workers clearly believed that
dealing with poor performers was not part of their job stating, "management should do that."
One benefit of the individual nature of the work is that there is high personal accountability.
When an error occurs and is attributed to an individual, the worker is cautioned and if needed is
taught the correct method to be used. This method of quality management encourages a culture
of defect hide-and-seek whereby employees are reluctant to report defects and quality inspectors
are relied upon to find defects. In automotive operations a completely different view is held.
The error is blamed on the system rather than the worker and the system is improved to prevent
recurrence.
4.3.6 First Line Supervision
In the Boeing factory it is common to meet first line supervisors that have been promoted from
the union ranks. This is a great way of capturing the knowledge of a good mechanic and
retaining it in the factory while encouraging further individual growth through management
training.
There are two significant downsides to this strategy: lack of an outsider perspective and the basic
notion that a good worker will be a good manager. The lack of an outsider perspective in the
factory can contribute to general complacency and a resistance to change. After all this is an
individual that excelled under the current system, why would they favor changing it? Change
that is not grassroots generated may encounter significant resistance in such an environment.
New supervisors selected on the basis of skill as a mechanic may not be the best choice for
supervisory roles and at worst you will lose a skilled mechanic and gain an incompetent
supervisor. A careful selection process must identify persons possessing those qualities that
create successful supervisors.
4.3.7 Inventoryless Operations
Many businesses use strategic inventory to buffer production from disruptions in supply or
defects in manufacturing. Additional finished good inventory is often held to support high
service levels without affecting manufacturing. The size of airplane parts, sheer quantity used,
unique customer configurations, and long flow times make holding component and raw material
inventory impractical. The cost and customized nature of the product make holding finished
goods inventory equally impractical. Inventories are held for standard parts and consumables
such as fasteners, solvents, etc. Fortunately with such an expensive long lived capital good,
customers rarely ask for immediate deliveries, and instead book positions in the manufacturing
skyline to fit new route offerings often years in advance of forecasted need.
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5 Project Focusing
To help find leverage points for eliminating undesirable effects from the manufacturing system, I
utilized the Theory of Constraints (TOC) tools such as the current reality tree. The current
reality tree shows how observations and policies interact to cause high level problems in the
system.
To create a current reality tree for airplane manufacturing and assembly requires intimate
knowledge of the system. This knowledge was acquired through factory tours and days spent
shadowing first line supervisors and workers. Specifically time was spent on the 777 production
line in "Wing Majors" with bar chart scheduling and in "Lower Aft Systems Installation" during
a critical chain implementation. Additional time was spent observing the 737 moving line at
Boeing's Renton facility and the critical chain based production of the F/A-22. During these
visits and tours I interviewed workers at all levels and functions within the organization as I
familiarized myself with airplane manufacturing. These experiences formed the basis for my
analysis of the production system using the TOC tools.
Taking a current reality tree based on the 777 program and adjusting for basic 787 program
assumptions, I found that little was being done to improve the system in which supervisors make
decisions on the shop floor.
Shown below is the current reality tree based on 777 production. Each box represents a
statement of fact or a direct observation from the factory floor that is often an undesirable effect
(UDE). Lines connecting the boxes indicate causal linkages. Where multiple lines enter one box
and all are required to create the observed fact, an oval is used to show an 'and' condition. UDE
200, 300, and 400 are the top node on further supporting trees shown in the Appendix.
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Figure 5. Shop floor current reality tree.
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In reading Figure 5 we see that that UDE 100, "Management does not know how to direct
resources to stay on target" is caused by the sum of 105, 110, 115. Let's explore just one of
these UDEs to better understand how the current reality tree works. Management does not easily
know how far ahead or behind work is (UDE 105) because progress is measured in jobs (120),
jobs are designed with different lengths (125), AND there is significant variability in job
completion times (UDE 200). UDE 200 is itself very complex and is supported by its own
current reality sub-tree as described in the appendix in exhibits 1-7. UDEs 300 and 400 are also
supported in the appendix by their own sub-trees.
787 program assumptions act as injections that address or eliminate an undesirable effect box.
With the injections of the 787 program (shown as lightning bolts in Figure 5), we can see that the
team is taking steps to address the undesirable effects seen in the current system. However the
present program assumption injections are insufficient to prevent UDE 100 from occurring thus
management will still not know how to direct resources to stay on target in the factory.
By introducing sufficient injections we can eliminate the sources of UDE 100 and convert the
current reality tree into the future reality tree (Figure 6). Clearly to prevent UDE 100 from
occurring, we still need to eliminate UDE 110, "Barcharts do not show the factory status." UDE
110 is caused by multiple factors from product design, manufacturing methods, management,
and organizational behavior. To eliminate UDE 110 we essentially need to understand how the
shop floor control system handles variability and what better options are available for handling
the high levels of variability seen in the Boeing factory.
Figure 6. Future reality tree.
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6 Optimal Production Control
The optimal production control system is a data driven system that supports decision making at
all levels of the organization. To accomplish this task the system must tell us:
- where we are: the current status of production operations
- where we need to focus: how to allocate resources
- when we willfinish: projected completion of the task & the release of resources
- how we will impact or be impacted by others: how delays and errors will propagate
through or be contained within the organization.
Focusing the project into the area of a production control methods we see that this can be further
broken down into three specific areas:
- baseline scheduling - the creation of a robust schedule that takes into account
variation, capacity, and demand.
- schedule recovery - the ability of the system to recover from production delays
- management issues- the implementation challenges including cultural issues
6.1 Baseline Scheduling
The creation of a robust baseline schedule that takes into account variation, capacity, and
demand has been the study of much operations research work. Schools of thought today can be
thought of in several distinct camps.
Fixed Scheduling - variation is unpredictable and uncontrollable so each task is buffered
in completion time, capacity, or inventory.
Toyota Production System - variation is waste, drive variation out of the system and
improve system flexibility.
Critical Chain Theory - variation will always exist, it can be understood and
statistically exploited.
Dynamic Scheduling - variation will always exist, computer models can reassess the
latest priority based on current status to improve flexibility and responsiveness.
In studying where these systems have achieved prominence, we arrived at the following:
Hypothesis #1- The choice of the optimal production control method is dependent upon the
variability in the system.
In this case, the variability of interest is in the number of labor hours required to produce a
product. It would seem logical that in a production with very little variability, a rigid method of
scheduling could be used, while in a highly variable environment, a more dynamic method of
scheduling would be required.
The word 'optimal' is loosely used to mean the best business decision based control method as
opposed to a purely operations research based system. In likely all cases of production, an
incredibly complex optimization program could be created to continually monitor and reschedule
production operations. Such a program would be costly to create and operate thus negating the
small incremental improvement it generates over an approximate solution.
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In the context of Boeing's commercial airplane manufacturing, the baseline schedule of interest
is that which has a highly probable (e.g. 95%) completion time within the cycle time. Thus
nearly all of the time, all jobs will be completed prior to the airplane leaving the control code and
moving to the next work zone.
Figure 7 shows Hypothesis #1 with specific production examples.
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Figure 7. Hypothesis #1 - Optimal production control may change based on system variability.
Automotive operations have generally been organized and managed by assembly lines which
impose a very rigid scheduling system. Automotive production sees very limited labor
variability despite mixed model production lines and differentiated product due to modular
product design. In a 55 second takt time environment typical in the Toyota Production System
(TPS), a high content vehicle may take 60 seconds while a low content vehicle will take 50
seconds to complete. Toyota determines the production order of vehicles using heijunka (level
loading) to accommodate this minor variation in a rigid scheduling environment.
As described earlier, the Boeing factory is considerably more variable than an automotive plant.
Variation comes from multiple sources including model mix, optional content, and undesirable
variation such as absenteeism and industry cyclicality. These sources of variation coupled with
the highly integral nature of the product, creates highly variable labor requirements. In such a
variable production environment a more flexible production control methodology is likely to be
beneficial.
Custom homes are an example of a product that is built with highly variable labor content. Here,
product variability comes from a strategic decision to target a specific market segment. A
production control strategy applied in this environment should be flexible so as to adjust
schedules based on system changes such as weather conditions and crew and materials
availability. Traditionally this rescheduling has been done in the general contractor's head based
on his/her prior experiences.
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Hypothesis #2- In vertically integrated enterprises, different production areas can and should be
organized under different control methods.
This is likely also true in any large business that produces a wide variety of products that
significantly vary in size and complexity. Figure 8 shows production examples from within the
commercial aircraft enterprise. It is interesting to note that products generally have increasing
takt times and reduced volumes as you move away from the origin.
Commercial Aircraft
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Figure 8. Hypothesis #2 - Optimal production control may be different throughout an extended enterprise.
6.2 The Goal of a Production Control System - Decision Support
Production control systems come in many varieties and styles including MRP, ERP, kanban, JIT,
etc. The goal of these systems is to utilize scarce resources most effectively so as to generate
maximum business profits now and in the future. To do this, production control systems act to
support management decision making. Systems should permit users to make repeatable
decisions given the same inputs, thus reducing the experiential (tribal) knowledge required and
reducing the training time for users to make the best resource deployment decisions.
The following sections will discuss Boeing's historical answer to production control along with
three alternative production control strategies: TPS (lean), critical chain, and dynamic scheduling.
Primary discussion will focus on the systems impact at the first line supervisor level.
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7 Boeing Production Control
Since the production of the first commercial jetliners, Boeing production control has remained
relatively unchanged. Scheduling can be broken down into two segments: skyline planning and
first line supervisor control.
7.1 Skyline Planning
Skyline planning is Boeing's name for production sequencing. In this phase, the unit build order
is determined. Since Boeing does not start production of an airplane until it has already sold the
aircraft, the build order is generally determined by sales. The sale of a new airplane occurs at a
minimum of one year prior to delivery but more generally is -3 years prior.
Customer delivery dates are taken as fixed and production capacity is flexed6 to meet sales
commitments. The build order is limited by production capability meaning that certain
sequences of minor models cannot be accommodated due to tooling or labor constraints. For
example on the 777 line, two -300 airplanes cannot be produced back to back due to tooling
constraints.
7.2 First Line Supervisor Control
At Boeing, the first line supervisor in charge of a control code manages worker job assignments
by using a scheduling tool called a bar chart. In this section we will discuss what bar charts are,
how they are created and how they are used before exploring positives and negatives of the
current system.
7.2.1 Bar Charts Defined
Bar charts are static schedules that graphically display the series and timing of jobs to be
completed by each worker within a control code. Time is shown horizontally while workers and
tasks are shown vertically. A given line a work, called a bar is assigned to a specific worker.
This worker then completes the jobs in the order shown on the chart. The Figure 9 below shows
a section from a bar chart.
X03 2M = no mw
i~ce m iNGeY* tm anf act m j a n
Figure 9. Example bar chart used for production scheduling and control.
6 Flexing capacity refers to adding overtime or additional workers to boost temporary factory capacity.
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In the bar chart shown, bar line A is assigned to one worker for each shift as shown by the three
names in the upper left section of the chart. In contrast, bar line C is only assigned to one worker
on second shift. Thus in bar line A we see that third shift has one task occupying the entire shift,
such as loading and preparing the section for shift one and two. Shift one on bar line A has six
jobs and bar line B has three jobs. Each colored box on the chart shows the length of time
required for a job, the corresponding work package number, and the job name.
7.2.2 Creating a Bar Chart
Bar charts are created by industrial engineers (IE) who begin by developing the preferred
sequence of building the airplane. Developing this precedence diagram is done through
conversations with workers and engineers. The precedence diagram is then used to determine
what tasks can be done in parallel and which tasks must be done serially.
Individual jobs are created by manufacturing engineers (ME) by logical chunks of work and
trading off inspection and paperwork (overhead) with standard work shift lengths. Standard
times for these jobs are estimated either through historical comparisons or through discussions
with workers and other experts. The standard time is the time estimated to complete the task
after 1000 units of production. The job times used in scheduling are the 90% probable
completion times, meaning that 90% of the time, the job will be completed in less than the job
time. To get this 90% probable job time, the standard time is multiplied by a fudge factor, in
essence backing out the anticipated learning curve. Standard job lengths can vary from 30
minutes to 80 hours depending on the task at hand.
Based on the precedence diagram and the current production rate and flow time, the IE will
create a bar chart utilizing the 90% probable times. Jobs will be combined into a work package
based on total length of the package and minimizing the diversity of skills and resources required.
Additional buffer time is added to the schedule at the end of the work package, and very often
additional workers called 'overbars' are added as extra capacity. These overbars will be used to
assist with behind schedule work as needed.
The tools used to create a bar chart can vary from paper and pencil to a Boeing proprietary
combinatorial optimization program called Timepiece. A basic bar chart for a representative
minor model will be created first and then each individual production unit bar chart will be
created from this minor model base schedule.
7.2.3 Tracking and Usage of a Bar Chart
Bar charts are posted at each control code in the factory. First line supervisors use these graphs
to monitor work progress and to alert the workgroup of any issues. The supervisor assigns a
worker to a specific bar line (work package) on the chart. The worker then references the chart
to see what job he should be working on and to communicate work progress back to management.
At any given time in the day, a supervisor should be able to look at the bar chart and see exactly
where production is at and see any major issues. When a worker begins a job, he will color in
the first small section of the job to show that the job has been started. As work is completed, the
worker will shade in more of the job. When the job is ready for quality inspection, the worker
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will place a diagonal line across the job box. And after an approved inspection, an opposing
diagonal line will be drawn across the job box.
Factory production is tracked by the simple metric of number of jobs behind schedule. Each
morning all the first line supervisors in a general area gather together to report out their current
jobs behind status. The supervisor is then asked to provide a guess (called a SWAG7) as to the
number of jobs that will be completed that day. This gives the general manager and the
supervisors an idea of how they should stand at the end of the day. They can then use this
information to determine the need for overtime to get back on schedule.
7.2.4 A Critique on Bar Charts
Bar charts are a visual management system. The paper based bar chart system is extremely
simple to use and easy to generate for each successive airplane. Of course with any system, it
relies on users to update its status to maintain accuracy.
Bar charts define an ideal schedule assuming no variability and then add capacity (overbars) and
buffer time within each bar to deal with the variability inherent in the Boeing system. Thus bar
charts obscure true factory capacity and hide problems in the manufacturing system. In
discussions with a factory supervisor on the 737 line, he was proud to say, "I have a good crew
here, we complete 7 bars of work with only 5 workers."
Because progress or lack thereof is measured in jobs, little information is actually conveyed
about the state of the factory. With job times varying between 30 minutes and 80 hours, ten jobs
behind could be no problem whatsoever or it could be a major problem. Only an experienced
supervisor would know the difference. In fact at one area manager's morning meeting a
supervisor reported that she was 26 jobs behind but that was normal for this specific airplane
type and customer and would catch up later in the week.
The metric of jobs-behind encourages several other well known and acknowledged behaviors
including sandbagging and short job targeting. When sandbagging, a worker or crew will nearly
complete one job, but before putting it up for inspection, will start work on another job. This
process will repeat itself until management steps in or until overtime is authorized since the jobs-
behind metric incorrectly indicates that production is dreadfully behind schedule. From
supervisors and general managers that I interviewed, many felt that this was a crew's way of
securing lucrative overtime pay. Short job targeting ("cherry picking") is an action generally
initiated by a supervisor when behind schedule. It can improve the jobs-behind metric without
actually improving the state of production. The supervisor in this case will designate workers to
not follow the bar chart schedule, but instead to work the shortest duration jobs possible in an
effort to improve the metric. This very often goes directly against the work most critical for
moving production forward.
The bar chart is an incomplete visual management schedule since it does not convey all the
inputs used in its creation. What is lost from creation to factory floor is the precedence network
that shows the preferred build sequence. This information is extremely valuable for supervisors
7 SWAG - an acronym which is unfit for print that refers to the supervisor's guesstimated number of jobs that will
be completed in a given day.
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in helping them assess the impact of and desired recovery mode of production problems. With
the current bar chart tool, all jobs appear to be of the same importance level thus supervisors rely
on their experience, the experience of their group, and other tribal knowledge sources when
dealing with production problems.
When a supervisor is tens of jobs behind and decides to authorize overtime, how does she know
the correct number of individuals to bring in? One for each job? Or base it on the number of
estimated hours? In reality, there is only tribal knowledge that can help her make the decision
since no precedence information is available. For example if a control code is ten jobs behind,
but those jobs are all sequential jobs, bringing in 5 workers may not speed progress any more so
than one overtime worker.
Since bar charts are done at the control code level, supervisors of downstream areas do not have
visibility into the status of upstream work problems. Even in Renton on Boeing's advanced 737
moving line, a supervisor will have no idea of the condition of the upcoming airplane as it enters
his control code. At that point the supervisor will have to assess the airplane and reschedule his
workers to accommodate incomplete work and the presence of any additional workers in his
zone addressing traveled work.
As production rates change, new bar charts must be generated. A production line rate change
may take the IE group as long as three weeks to generate all new bar charts. As new bars are
generated work packages change and individuals must learn new jobs further adding to the rate
induced variation.
Thus because of the variability in the process and the ability of work to travel, bar charts are
never exactly followed. This results in supervisors making rescheduling decisions on the fly
without adequate decision support resulting in suboptimal and unrepeatable decisions.
Because bar charts are only a visual control and not an official record keeping system, a
duplicate data collection system is used. Both a computerized system and a paper system track
job completions causing the mechanics to spend additional time updating records instead of
building the airplane.
Bar charts clearly do not answer the four questions shown earlier that a decision support system
needs to address. In fact bar charts only partially address the question of present factory status.
Major revisions to the bar chart system or a replacement scheduling and shop floor control
system are needed to provide decision support and improve the operating performance of the
factory.
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8 The Toyota Production System
Since the 1990s the Toyota Production System (TPS) has become accepted by many as THE way
of manufacturing regardless of product, quantity, and variability. Manufacturers including Ford,
GM, and Boeing have incorporated many of the practices of Toyota in the creation of their own
manufacturing systems. In this section, we will briefly explore the Toyota Production System
and then discuss its applicability to commercial airplane manufacturing and the way it handles
variability.
Since a discussion of the details of TPS is not the focus of this paper, I would encourage
interested readers to seek out additional information. Several excellent books and articles are
available discussing the details of the Toyota Production System including: The Toyota Way,
Toyota Production System, and The Machine That Changed the World (see references for
details). Arthur Raymond in his 1992 LFM thesis provides an excellent analysis of the
applicability of the Toyota Production System to Boeing. His analysis supports a similar
conclusion that TPS may be more beneficial for low variability fabrication, but less so for highly
variable assembly operations.
8.1 The Vision of a Toyota Production System
The vision of the Toyota Production System can be stated as: creating the correct product with
zero defects and zero waste in a safe environment at minimum cost when requested by a
customer (Spear, Decoding the DNA 105).
The key to constructing TPS is through establishing a community of scientists whereby
hypotheses are created and tested in accordance with the scientific method. This
experimentation creates a learning organization that is capable of continuous improvement and
great flexibility. TPS runs according to four basic rules (Spear, Decoding the DNA 98):
1. All work shall be highly specified as to content, sequence, timing, and outcome.
2. Every customer -supplier connection must be direct, and there must be an
unambugious yes-or-no way to send requests and receive responses.
3. The pathway for every product and service must be simple and direct.
4. Any improvement must be made in accordance with the scientific method, under the
guidance of a teacher, at the lowest possible level in the organization.
These four rules support a number of various tools that have been used to arrive at several
strategies and countermeasures in production.
These strategies include (Raymond 19):
1. Just-In-Time Production: build product only just before it is needed
2. Autonomation: automatic defect control and prevention, poke-yoke8
3. Flexible Workforce: varying the quantity of workers and the tasks of workers as
demand changes
8 Poke-yoke is the design of products and processes such that defects cannot be produced. Examples include parts
that can only be assembled one way. Attempts at assembling the parts in other manners are not feasible because of
the part shape, jigs, or tooling.
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4. Continuous Improvement: never resting on ones laurels, pursuing perfection
Although many outsiders see the kanban system as the single most important feature of the
Toyota Production System, it in fact is referred to as a temporary "countermeasure" by those
within the company for matching production with demand (Mezza). If a better method is
developed nothing would prevent Toyota from adopting it.
Frequently seen countermeasures in TPS include (Raymond 19):
1. Kanban: an information signal to produce additional product
2. Load Leveling: mixing production models to reduce work load variation
3. Reduced Set-up Time: faster changeovers
4. Standardized Work: how to build the product in a detailed and highly specified
manner
5. Work Cell Design: designed to support flexible labor and productivity
6. Improvement Activities: involving everyone in continuous improvement through
designated activities
7. Visual Controls: designed to convey information quickly
Many of these countermeasures are applicable to Boeing in both fabrication and assembly and
have been applied with varying degrees of success.
8.2 Variability in the Toyota Production System
The Toyota Production System emphasizes two methods of dealing with variability:
1. Drive variability out of the system
2. Improve the flexibility of the system
8.2.1 Driving Variability Out of the System
Dealing with external demand variability causes a company to maintain finished goods inventory,
to retain excess capacity, or risk a missed sale. To eliminate these sources of waste, a company
would like to reduce demand variability and thus build a fixed quantity per month or year.
Toyota produces vehicles at a steady pace with gradual shifts to output. Demand can be
managed to meet capacity through incentives and promotions. This strategy has been effectively
utilized at Dell to help match supply and demand in the sales of personal computers and
electronics. Effective skyline planning may help Boeing reduce demand generated product
variability. Airbus recognizes the importance of demand leveling and often builds 'white tail'
airplanes for which no customer has been predetermined.
8.2.2 Improving the Flexibility of the System
To reduce the effects of variability on production, Toyota employs three countermeasures:
reduced setup times, standardized work, and level loading. Reduced setup times reduces the
effect of product changeovers on system output. Standardized work removes worker variability
in work method and completion time. Level production smoothes the production flow of mixed
products to contain variability.
Before a system can be experimented with and thus improved, it must be stable. To ensure
stability, the work must be standardized in method, time, and quantity. Standardized work is
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central to TPS. In fact during my interview with Darrel Wilburn a TPS instructor at Toyota, he
said, "if there is no standard, then there is no problem." He went on to explain that without a
standard there is no way to understand if you are performing poorly or are on schedule,
especially during the work task. Under standardized work, the operator knows precisely if they
are ahead or behind since each step of the process is timed and specified.
Because variability in task completion times would reduce productivity in a production line,
Toyota developed a tool called heijunka which is the level loading of production by both volume
and product mix. Liker in The Toyota Way writes, "Achieving heijunka is fundamental to
eliminating mura (unevenness) which is fundamental to eliminating muri (overburden) and muda
(waste) (115)." Heijunka effectively offsets short completion time work products with long
completion time work products. This strategy works well in short takt time environments. For
example in the automotive industry, Toyota uses load leveling at its Georgetown assembly plant
where it produces the Avalon, Camry, and Sienna. With a takt time of 55 seconds for the line, a
Camry may require 53 seconds while an Avalon may require an additional 8 seconds. To keep
production moving at 55 seconds, three Camrys would be scheduled before each Avalon.
Workers would use the extra time afforded by the Camrys on the longer cycle time Avalon.
8.3 Scheduling under TPS
Production scheduling in TPS is governed by the flow of kanban cards within the system. The
order of kanban cards is determined through load leveling (Heijunka). Designing the production
flow is attributable to work cell design. Here Toyota creates a precedence diagram based on
manufacturing and product design input. Using mock parts and workstations highly defined
standardized work is determined for each task. Tasks are grouped to match the takt time thus
balancing the work while ensuring linear continuous flow. This order and work structure is then
fixed for a given takt time. Gradually decreasing the takt time is equivalent to 'lowering the
water level to expose the rocks.' These rocks are then redesigned to meet the new takt time or
work tasks are redistributed to better balance the load.
8.4 Products Best Suited for TPS
Today in manufacturing we see that the most successful implementations of TPS are in modular
products with high volumes and low takt times. Specific examples include automotive
components, automobiles, consumer products, and consumer electronics. Modular products
generally are easier to assemble and can be moved from station to station during mid-assembly
without impacting product quality, thus facilitating a TPS style line.
As was mentioned, continuous improvement is a cornerstone of the Toyota Production System.
Products with fast takt times allow workers and others to observe many production cycles in a
short time frame and learn from the operation before trying to improve it. "There is no substitute
for direct observation... and no combination of indirect methods can take its place..." is a firm
belief of the Toyota system (Spear, Learning to Lead at Toyota 84). During the training of a
new senior manager at Toyota, the article mentions that the executive spent six weeks observing
a 19 person production line. During this period he had the opportunity to observe 23,824
complete work cycles. In short cycle time environments, one can quickly observe a process,
implement a change and repeat the learning cycle.
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In long takt time environments, such as commercial airplanes, it is not possible to observe the
process so easily. Just recently Boeing completed the 1,50 0 th 747 airplane, after 35 years of
production! This includes all model variants within the 747 family, so if problems in
manufacturing were associated with a specific version, observation becomes even more
challenging. Additionally, in long takt time environments, it may be several days between
specific observations thus limiting the ease of detecting minor variations.
8.5 TPS at Boeing
Within its assembly operations Boeing has attempted to adopt several practices from TPS
including kitting, moving lines, and visual controls. The challenge Boeing faces is in adopting
the process of lean rather than the Toyota solution of lean. Boeing must follow the lean process
and the tools of lean rather than simply copying the solutions currently observed at Toyota
because the lean solutions for Boeing may be different based on the situational context. In fact,
Shingijutsu President Mr. Chihiro Nakao said, "...it's time for us to stop comparing ourselves to
Toyota and to look to ourselves for answers instead" as he addressed a crowd of Boeing
employees in 2003.
For example, the Toyota concept of load leveling is extremely difficult to apply on products with
such a long takt time. With automotive operations, product content differences of 2-3 seconds
can be easily flexed and accommodated. Variation in a long takt time environment may be as
much as 40 hours. In my interviews with Scott Mezza and Darrell Wilburn of Toyota, they both
agreed that level loading in a long takt time environment was very challenging (Mezza, Wilbur).
Some ideas for meeting the challenge included reallocating workers to different tasks within the
plant including other assembly stations, housekeeping, and training. These tasks may be difficult
to gain union acceptance for due to rigid job codes.
TPS is best suited for low variability environments or environments where you seek to drive out
variability. Assembly operations have a high degree of variability caused by several sources
including customer option content, model mix, and noise. We cannot seek to drive out product
variety which in a highly integral product results in high variability. Boeing sees much of this
variability as strategic in providing value to the customer through product variety. Alternatively
to driving out the variability, TPS supports the creation of flexibility to reduce the impact of
variability. Improving flexibility in assembly operations is a strategy that should be employed
regardless of the shop floor control methodology.
TPS is not the best solution for assembly operations because it doesn't adequately address the
variability in the system. Specific areas within Boeing that fit the traditional TPS product model
include a common interior part such as overhead stow bins, or exterior parts such as nacelles and
engine pylons. These products are more modular in nature, have shorter takt times, and are
produced in at least 2x greater volumes than airplanes.
Boeing has been pushing lean operations using the Shingijutsu Consultants for nearly eight years.
During this time Boeing has made significant progress in such items as line side kitting, 5S, and
inventory rationalizations. Lean implementations at Boeing are broad scoped and seek to reduce
waste in time, inventory, processes, travel, etc. for all processes (Christ). This method is in
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effect saying that a system can be decomposed into a group of separate parts that can be
improved independently to improve the performance of the system. Although this may
occasionally be the case, it requires massive resources spread broadly across the company in
hopes of improving system performance.
Boeing's moving line for the 737NG is cited as the model for lean production at Boeing. Despite
its lean image, the line utilizes bar charts and thus is still plagued with the visibility and focusing
issues described in our analysis of bar charts.
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9 Critical Chain Project Management
The Goal, by Eli Goldratt, turned much of conventional factory practices upside down when it
was first published in 1984. Critical Chain, the third novel by Eli Goldratt, applies the theory of
constraints to the realm of project management. The system developed by Goldratt addresses
both the human and mathematical side of project management together. In this section, we will
briefly explore Goldratt's theory of Critical Chain Project Management and then discuss its
applicability to commercial airplane manufacturing and the way it handles variability.
Since a discussion of the details of Critical Chain is not the focus of this paper, I would
encourage interested readers to seek out additional information. Goldratt's book, Critical Chain
is an obvious source, but I would also recommend Leach's book Critical Chain Project
Management for a more detailed how-to approach.
Critical Chain appears to be an elegant solution that is well tailored for commercial airplane
assembly, as outlined in the following discussion.
9.1 The Vision of Critical Chain
Project managers are familiar with the term 'critical path' which refers to the series of tasks that
defines the minimum project completion time (Elton). Even if all the other tasks are completed,
the project will not be finished sooner unless the critical path is accelerated. What these project
planners often overlook, are the scarce resources that are required both on and off the critical
path and by other projects. Critical chain refers to the schedule that creates the minimum project
duration subject to task and resource constraints (Goldratt, Critical Chain).
But what does project management have to do with production and production scheduling?
Schragenheim and Walsh in their review of critical chain in manufacturing and project
management recommend that products with a ratio of net processing time of the longest chain
and the lead time above 1/3 be considered multi-project critical chain environments. The use of
critical chain strategies in production has thus been limited to large scale systems such as aircraft
and ships.
Critical Chain provides a new method for managing projects that meets our criteria for an
optimal production control system. Critical Chain clearly identifies where we are, where we
need to focus: and provides an estimate of when we will finish. Additionally Critical Chain is
"simpler to use and requires less work for the project team in both the planning and tracking
phases of projects" (Critical Chain Concepts 1).
9.2 Critical Chain Basics
Critical Chain capitalizes on several basic underlying behaviors in project management, namely
hidden safety, the student syndrome, Parkinson's Law, multi-tasking, and no early finishes. We
will briefly touch on each one to illustrate how it applies in a production project management
sense.
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Hidden Safety - Because task estimates generally become project deadlines, individuals pad their
task estimates with safety time to reduce the possibility of negative attention. This is a perfectly
normal thing to do and is a byproduct of the system in which people operate. In production this
could be the time estimation of a work task such as drilling and riveting a series of holes. To
safeguard against not finishing in time, the worker will factor in additional time to account for
the chance of error, rework, or disruptions such as searching for missing parts or tools.
Student Syndrome - When given a lengthy assignment from a teacher, students may ask for
additional time to complete the task. Rather than starting the task immediately, students delay
the start while working on other tasks and end up running into time difficulties despite the
additional time granted by the teacher (Leach 84). In production this would be equivalent to not
starting a difficult task until later or not working hard, since it is likely that the task finish late.
Parkinson's Law - "Work expands to fit the allotted time (Critical Chain Concepts 3)." When a
production engineer is studying a particular job against the standard time for the task because the
workers always seemed to be idle, she will be amazed to find that it takes precisely the standard
time to complete the task.
Multi-tasking - In an effort to show progress on as many projects as possible, every project
becomes delayed and nothing is completed. Eliminating multi-tasking will improve project
performance (Holt). In production, workers may sign on to several jobs at the same time. They
may advance each job slowly, but other tasks that cannot begin until a job is completed are
delayed.
No Early Finishes - Because our incentive system prizes finishing on schedule and not as soon
as possible, few tasks are completed early and of those that are, even fewer are announced as
early. In fact jobs that finish early are often punished for poor task estimation by reducing the
future task estimates proportionally (Critical Chain Concepts 5). In the factory, we find this
same phenomenon since jobs that are regularly completed early are officially shortened and
additional work is then assigned to those workers who previously had an easy job.
9.3 Critical Chain Scheduling
The critical chain schedule is derived by scheduling backwards from the completion date based
on a precedence network and resource constraints. In this section we will discuss the critical
chain algorithm for project scheduling. The algorithm follows the basic Theory of Constraints
process of identify, exploit, subordinate, and repeat (Goldratt, The Goal).
The first step in building a critical chain schedule is to create the late-finish project precedence
diagram (Leach 152). A precedence diagram shows the order in which tasks can be completed.
An example precedence diagram is shown in Figure 10. The precedence diagram should also
contain the resources required and the 50/50 duration estimate for the task9 . In the example
below tasks are labeled as A- 1, A-2 etc. Resources are designated as a color (black, blue, red,
etc.), and 50/50 duration estimates are shown as a number. The lines linking the boxes clearly
show the precedence relationships (e.g. A-4 and B-4 must be completed prior to the start of A-5).
9 The 50/50 duration estimate is the time estimate for a task whereby 50% of the time you finish early and 50% of
the time you finish late.
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The late finish start time is used to delay capital outlay until it is required, to reduce the impact of
potential changes on work already completed, and to improve project focusing. Leach on page
117 describes additional reasoning for late-finish task scheduling so as to increase task urgency
and thus minimize the effect of student syndrome. While many of these reasons make sense in a
project environment, only capital expense really is applicable in a production environment.
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Figure 10. Sample precedence network (Leach 161).
The second step in critical chain scheduling is identifying the critical chain. After building the
precedence schedule, resolve resource contentions one at a time starting with the most conflicted
or the one closest to project completion. Resource contention can be removed by rescheduling
tasks earlier in time. Once all resource contentions have been resolved, the critical chain is
identifiable as the longest chain of dependent events.
Once the critical chain is identified, the schedule should be examined for simple improvement
opportunities by exploiting the critical chain. Goldratt de-emphasizes this step since only
marginal improvements can generally be made. Next we need to add the project buffer to the
end of the critical chain. The project buffer protects the completion date from overruns in
critical chain tasks by adding explicit buffer time into the project. The project buffer is sized at
half the length of the critical chain tasks and is added to the end of the critical chain.
We now subordinate the schedule to the critical chain. To prevent other activities from
impacting the critical chain we add feeding buffers that move feeding tasks earlier in time. After
the process has been completed, repeat the process again. Many software packages are now
available that calculate the critical chain schedule including ProChain and PS8.
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When the project begins deviating from schedule, the project manager relies on a few simple
rules in deciding how to allocate resources. These rules are (Leach 204):
- Critical chain tasks have priority over non-critical chain tasks
- For two competing critical chain tasks, the one with the most relative buffer
penetration has priority.
- For two competing non-critical chain tasks, the one with the most relative feeding
buffer penetration has priority.
- For equal buffer penetration, the project with the nearest end date has priority.
9.4 Variability in Critical Chain
Critical Chain handles variability through the strategic placement of buffers (project buffer and
feeding buffers). This is fundamentally different than Boeing's bar chart schedules or the Toyota
Production System. Under Boeing's bar chart system, task variability is accounted for through
hidden buffers in individual task completion times. Under TPS, very minimal buffer is built into
the task time and instead the line is temporarily stopped when problems occur. Production
stoppage is clearly waste although this waste is cited as a necessary evil in helping identify
production problems (Ohno 128). Because of the underlying behaviors we outlined earlier, it can
be shown that this hidden buffer is wasted. Critical chain eliminates this hidden buffer and
replaces it with explicit strategically placed buffers.
9.5 Critical Chain in Action
Critical chain has been successfully implemented in many production environments but has seen
great success in large scale and highly variable products such as ships and aircraft. These
implementations of critical chain are executed using one of the commercial software packages
such as ProChain Solution's ProChain or Sciforma's PS8. These software packages not only
help create the critical chain schedule but also serve in a project tracking role. As the schedule is
followed, status updates are entered into the software in tracking mode. The software
automatically creates and updates a buffer report including a fever chart and critical issues list.
A fever chart is a predictive visual control tool that shows early on if your project completion
date is at risk. Critical chain calculates this based on the rate you are consuming the project
buffer versus the percentage of the critical chain remaining. If you consume the project buffer at
a faster rate than you complete the project the fever chart will climb into the yellow or red zones
depending on the rate of consumption. The fever chart below shows multiple critical chain
projects current status with each data point on one chart.
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Figure 11. Sample multi-project fever chart (Johnson 5)
Projects that fall into the red zone require immediate management attention. Projects that fall
into the yellow zone are carefully assessed by the project manager to see if corrective action is
required. Projects in the green zone are well on their way to successful completion. In fact the
project planning may have been too generous in task completion times. The location the red,
yellow, and green zones should be agreed upon prior to the start of the project. For cases where
you cannot capitalize on the benefits of an early project completion such as delivering products
to schedule, you may target completing the project at the upper right corner of the plot (100%
complete at 100% buffer consumed). You can than improve costs by removing individuals and
resources from the task so as to guide the project to the upper right corner.
In single project fever charts, the project critical chain completion history is shown as a line
tracing the current and past experience. Extrapolating the buffer consumption forward will
provide a current estimate of the project completion date.
The reasons for buffer incursion are listed on the buffer report. The team can easily see why the
project is behind and where to focus attention.
9.6 Critical Chain at Boeing
Boeing has been experimenting with critical chain implementations across the company from
engineering and product development projects such as the 777-300ER to the airplane assembly
environment of the F/A-22. First critical chain implementations were begun in 2000.
Critical chain has seen significant success at Boeing in the production environment. On the F/A-
22, critical chain was used to respond to a crisis of potentially late deliveries, cost overruns, and
traveled work. Combining lean tools of kitting and waste elimination with critical chain enabled
the F/A-22 team to drastically reduce costs and meet schedule commitments. On 747 fuselage
fabrication in Wichita, critical chain is now the standard shop floor control method.
The initiatives have generally been grassroots whereby a manager or team of individuals who
had previously been exposed to critical chain decided that the best way to manage the process
was critical chain. This team then implemented critical chain within their sphere of control or
convinced upper management before moving forward with the implementation. Critical chain
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implementations are sometimes assisted by a core theory of constraints group. This group
provides assistance in selecting and using the scheduling software, implementing the change, and
providing additional manpower and expertise to the effort.
Boeing's implementation of critical chain on the fabrication of 747 fuselages in Wichita is an
excellent reference for any proposed implementation of critical chain at Boeing. In Wichita,
Boeing created a full airplane precedence network encompassing all tasks to be performed. This
solution was adopted rather than individual critical chain schedules for each control code so that:
- early finishes between control codes could be captured
- arbitrary deadlines between control codes were eliminated
- feeder lines could deliver work to any point within the schedule rather than just the
start of a control code
In an interview with Kenny Swope, one of the leaders of the implementation, he indicated that
the biggest challenge they faced was that of culture. Specifically, changing upper management
and other experienced senior managers behaviors from relying on the traditional jobs-behind
metric to the new buffer incursion reports was especially challenging. In both the F/A-22 and
747 implementations, critical chain predicted a major production problem several days prior to
occurrence, when traditional metrics showed the process to be on schedule. These challenging
situations helped demonstrate the superiority of the new critical chain method over barcharts.
In addition to critical chain being a predictive tool of where the factory will be in the future,
Kenny found critical chain to be highly supportive of process improvements through data driven
analysis. Critical chain provided the data about every job so that historically late jobs could be
studied and improved.
Every morning a status report on both the 747 and F/A-22 is presented to the entire team
covering the day's job list and any critical jobs that are causing buffer incursion. Workers then
sign up for jobs or are assigned jobs by their supervisor. These morning communications
provide clear instructions to the team and are of the appropriate frequency and depth to minimize
unnecessary overhead while still providing the necessary amount of information.
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10 Dynamic Scheduling
Dynamic scheduling is the process by which a schedule is recalculated whenever information
changes that is likely to impact the schedule. Although this real-time updating of the schedule
should logically achieve superior results to any static system, the margin of benefit may be
outweighed by the additional overhead or complexity required for implementation. Additional
problems may arise for relying on a black box scheduler over time as the organization forgets
how the black box was created.
Dynamic scheduling falls squarely in the realm of operations research and many papers have
been written covering algorithms and models for dynamic scheduling. Significantly fewer
papers have been written about dynamic programming under variability (stochastic
programming).
Dynamic scheduling makes sense in the realm of highly variable and one off projects such as
ship and airplane modifications and custom home building.
10.1 The Vision of Dynamic Scheduling
The vision of dynamic scheduling is to deliver a completed project as quickly as possible
through constant monitoring of work progress and schedule revisions. The system would be
implemented through a complex computer algorithm and information states in the system would
be updated either by system users or through automatic sensors. Such a system would simply be
a black box to workers in a factory who would act only according to its outputs.
The cost of such a system is quite expensive both in development and in operation. If the cost of
such a system is very high, the benefit of the system must provide considerably more value than
that of a low-cost static system.
The performance of a dynamic system has been proven to be better than that of static systems
(Cohen). Herroelen and Leus show that regularly recomputing the baseline schedule and critical
chain results in significantly shorter project durations (Herroelen 57). In fact Goldratt never
claims that Critical Chain is the optimal solution to project management, instead he claims it is,
"good enough". As Cohen shows in his analysis, a dynamic scheduling algorithm in a lightly
burdened multi-project environment was able to achieve a 6.4% effective improvement in
throughput rate.
With such a high cost and a relatively low return, one must question the value such a system
provides and thus must carefully evaluate each potential implementation.
10.2 Variability in Dynamic Scheduling
Dynamic scheduling improves its margin of advantage over static systems as variability
increases. This is because while static systems are determined only once at the beginning of a
project, dynamic systems recalculate immediately there is a change in information that may
signal a change in schedule. For instance if information becomes available that a supplier will be
a week late in delivering a component to the assembly line, the dynamic scheduler could quickly
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determine the best work around to minimize the impact of such a delay. A static system would
suffer significantly or may in fact be recalculated if the delay is significant.
This constant reevaluation of schedule may deliver better performance theoretically, but it may
cause major disruptions on the factory floor. Could you imagine a black box telling everyone to
work on Task A, only to minutes later be told to abandon Task A and switch to Task B?
Workers would become quickly frustrated with such a system.
Most operations research deals with calculating optimizations or approximations for projects
with deterministic processing times. Because of the extensive impact variation can have on a
process and system throughput, accounting for such a critical matter is fundamental. Applying
an optimization routine as part of a dynamic scheduler causes the system to react to the
variability in the system by recalculating the optimal schedule based on the current state of the
system.
In this case, a complex stochastic problem is broken down into a set of deterministic project
scheduling problems that can easily be solved by optimization routines or heuristics (Fernandez
7). By shifting the problem from a stochastic problem to a deterministic one, we are removing
its knowledge of the pattern of future results and instead are replacing it with only the expected
value. Since the model knows nothing of future random events, it cannot hedge and instead
takes the minimum expected value despite that value's underlying distribution. Applying a
Monte Carlo method to picking the task completion times from their underlying stochastic
distributions allows us to model the stochastic problem in a somewhat reasonable manner.
Although the solution of this stochastic problem by a deterministic resource constrained
optimization will provide management with the start times needed for each individual task, we
cannot guarantee the performance of the system (Fernandez).
10.3Dynamic Scheduling Algorithms
There are many different algorithms for dynamic scheduling optimizations covered in the
operations research literature for deterministic processing times. As shown by Fernandez, the
approach of turning a stochastic dynamic scheduling problem into a sequential deterministic
scheduling problem is defensible (Fernandez 7) but cannot assure performance. Here we will
present the mathematical formulation of the deterministic resource constrained project
scheduling problem (RCPSP) as presented by Talbot. Talbot presents a scheduling optimization
that could form the basis for a dynamic scheduling system. Such a system would gather all the
inputs to the optimizer and then re-optimize the system based on the latest available information
and the present state of the system.
Talbot's formulation is based upon an activity-on-node graph (precedence diagram) that shows
the successors and predecessors for each job. Additionally each job is multi-modal where each
mode is a resource-duration combination. For example, a highly skilled worker can complete the
same job faster than a lesser skilled worker. Additionally, resources can be defined as renewable
(labor), nonrenewable (capital), or doubly constrained (money per period and in sum).
The problem is formulated as an integer program where the variable Xjtm = 1 if job j is operating
in mode m is scheduled to complete in time t. Jobs are numbered from 1 to N with N being the
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terminal task of the project. The objective function is to minimize the project completion time
(equation 2).
M,, LN
MinimizeZ txNtm
m=1 t=EN
Equation 2.
where:
m refers to the project mode
Ln is the late finish of the project, which serves as an upper bound for the possible job
completion time
En is the early finish of the job, which serves as a lower bound for the possible job
completion time
t is the time
x is the integer variable showing job activity
Note in the case of a multi-stage production environment task minimization is explicitly NOT the
goal, instead low completion time variability and minimal task time are the goal (eg. 95%
complete in less than 4 hours).
This objective function is subject to the following constraints:
M j Lj
IZ Xt =1 For j = 1, ... N. Equation 3.
m=1 t=Ej
Equation 2 states that each task may only be completed once during the project.
Ma L M LI
atm2. (tbbm Xbtm 0 For all (a,b) F P. Equation
m=1 t=Ea m=1 t=Eb
Equation 3 ensures that precedence relations are maintained in developing the schedule.
N Mi t+djm -1
Z Z rjkmxjqm Rkt K=1,...,K t=l,...,H. Equation
j=l m=1 q=t
4.
5.
where resource k is available only Rkt units in time period t and "job j requires the use of rjkm
units of renewable resource k when operating in mode m".
Non-renewable resources are constrained by equation 5.
N Mj Lj
Z Z Z WjimXjtm W i=1,...,I Equation 6.
j=l m=1 t=E
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This optimization methodology quickly exceeds the bounds of Microsoft's Excel Solver due to
the huge number of constraints and integer variables. The number of integer variables is high
since one is needed for each job in each time period. To obtain a meaningful resolution, many
small time steps are used. Excel is nearly limited to the trivial sample problem presented by
Leach on p158 of his book which has five tasks and four resources.
Hopp in the book Factory Physics supports this finding in his explanation of scheduling
optimization routines writing (496):
Because most real-world scheduling problems fall into the NP-hard category and
tend to be large (e.g. involving hundreds of jobs and tens of machines)... it is
impossible to solve many realistically sized scheduling problems optimally. A
computer with as many bits as there are protons in the universe, running at the
speed of light, for the age of the universe, would not have enough time to solve
some of these problems.
But just because we cannot find the optimal solution does not mean that good solutions cannot be
found. Approximation algorithms called heuristics are used to search the solution space for
'good enough' solutions. There are a multitude of various heuristics available including tabu
search, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms.
10.4Products Suited for Dynamic Scheduling
Products where the advantages of dynamic scheduling outweigh the costs is where it should be
applied. As mentioned earlier, the maximum advantage from dynamic scheduling is obtained
with highly variable task completion times. Project and products with significant uncertainty at
the onset will benefit from dynamic scheduling since it will update the schedule as more
information is obtained as the project progresses.
A specific example of this could be Boeing's refurbishing and modification business. Very often
Boeing will take on a project such as refurbishing an airplane and modifying its usage from
passenger to freight service. Until the airplane arrives at the modification facility and
disassembly work of the interior begins, Boeing does not have a good picture of the current
scope of the work. Will structural components need to be replaced or repaired in addition to the
basic interior? What additional work will be required? How long will that take? Only once the
interior has been removed from the airplane can they answer some of these questions.
Stepping back in scope, we must look at the effects of dynamic scheduling on the supply chain.
Depending on the degree of dynamic scheduling, it may introduce additional ripples in the
supply chain. Generally dynamic scheduling is focused inward and instead helps users deal with
externally imposed supply chain variability and its impact on production.
10.5Dynamic Scheduling at Boeing
As with any large company, institutional memory is difficult to manage. Boeing had in fact
developed and tested a dynamic scheduling shop floor control system back in the late 1980s.
Although much information about the system, including a working version of the software and
the algorithm, has been lost, here is a brief overview of the system and its test implementation.
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The program called AIRPLANE was designed to dynamically assign jobs to workers on the shop
floor using a precedence based resource constrained model (Crabb). The goal of the system was
to accommodate variability by helping workers select the most appropriate jobs, and to assist in
overtime planning. Constraints employed in the model included:
- physical work zone limitations
- worker certifications required
- job precedence
- tooling
Additional information was utilized and stored including worker history and job history. Using
this performance information and constraints, the model would assign a free worker the next
most important job that was available and capable of being completed. The system even took
into account the expected completion times of other tasks and checked to see if a more qualified
individual would be available shortly.
AIRPLANE was tested on the 737 production line in one control code. After initial debugging,
the system was reported to work quite well and it received positive feedback from both
supervisors and workers after the test completed. Based on this feedback, the system which was
originally written on a Macintosh, was ported over to UNIX. For reasons attributed to political
agendas by the creator, Doug Crabb, the program was cancelled and a less aggressive tracking
system was developed instead.
In my interview with Jamie Flinchbaugh of the Lean Learning Centers, we discussed the
potential for dynamic scheduling. Although Jamie is a Lean (TPS) coach and trainer, he felt that
for Boeing, a system that responds to changes in information may be just what is needed. The
system he quickly envisioned used visual controls for both management and workers to show
interim progress and signal for help. For jobs of two hour duration, a goal of thirty minute time
intervals for updating the information status may be appropriate. He stated that the goal of
increasing the time resolution is to create an early alert to management and workers when work
is falling behind the standard such that countermeasures can be taken.
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11 Hypothesis Testing
After evaluating the distinct scheduling and management systems of Boeing, Toyota, critical
chain, and dynamic scheduling qualitatively, some quantitative analysis is needed. The goal was
to quantitatively test the hypothesis that systems with increased variability perform best with
increasingly dynamic (flexible) scheduling systems (Figure 7).
11.1 Method of Hypothesis Testing
To test this hypothesis a discrete event simulation software called Simul8 was selected. Simul8,
a discrete event simulation tool was selected for the analysis due to the small model size limits of
Excel based optimization and Simul8's simple but powerful user interface. Models were to be
created under the scheduling rules of each system (TPS, CCPM, Dynamic). These models were
then subject to task completion time variability ranging from low to high. Different models were
also created to test the impact of the type of precedence network including linear, webbed, and
collapsing networks.
11.2Modeling Assumptions and Data Collection
The following sections describe the basic model assumptions and methods for collecting input
data to the model.
11.2.1 Selecting the Scope of the Model
The scope of the model was selected primarily based on software limitations and in balancing
modeling effort versus expected results. Although a model could potentially be created of the
entire airplane assembly line, such a model would provide limited additional value over scaled
models. A single control code in the Boeing factory may contain 350 jobs, 15 employees, and
several other additional resource constraints. Modeling a complete control code would take a
significant amount of effort and would likely exceed either computer hardware or software
capabilities. If the problem did not scale and the system behavior was not observable on a
smaller scale, this could have been a serious problem. However the model is scalable, thus a
precedence diagram representing a much smaller control code was perfectly acceptable.
11.2.2 Determining Task Variability & Distributions
Determining task variability for typical assembly tasks at Boeing was a challenge. Due to the
long flow time environment it was not feasible for me to take data on task variability.
Additionally the union would likely object to the measurement of worker task time. Boeing's
mainframe database system records reported completion times for all jobs on the airplane. This
data is unreliable because assembly workers often multi-task and sign out on multiple jobs at the
same time. The computer system evenly distributes time to each job thus masking the true
completion time.
The work around selected for task variability was to interview several line workers and first line
supervisors and ask specifically about variation. Based on these interviews I found that although
task variability is highly task dependent, even in the worst case 99% of tasks would fall within
40% of the expected task time. Thus for the high variability setting the standard deviation was
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set to 0.13 times the mean. The low and medium variability test cases have standard deviations
of 0.048 and 0.08 times the mean.
Tasks were modeled with a lognormal distribution to mimic real completion times. Tasks are
inherently lognormal since although there is a minimum possible completion time, there is no
upper limit to the time required to complete a job. This means that the distribution is highly
skewed as shown in Figure 12 below. For example think about your daily commute into work.
If the roads are empty and you drive a Ferrari it will take you 10 minutes. If on the other hand
you drive the limit and there is moderate traffic it will take you 20 minutes. And finally if there
is a huge snowstorm the roads may be impassable and you will never get to work. Similar things
happen in a production work environment with regards to task completion time. Times will vary
from jobs where everything goes perfectly to jobs with missing parts and rework.
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Figure 12. Lognormal distribution.
11.2.3 Selecting Representative Precedence Networks
In setting up the simulation, assumptions had to be made about the precedence network to be
modeled. Depending on the type of work (systems installation, structures, interiors) and the
product (777, 747, etc.), the style of the precedence network would vary. Additionally, although
all areas should have a precedence network on file somewhere, locating that file can be difficult
in such a large organization. After finding several different styles of precedence networks initial
modeling was conducted on a collapsing network and then extended to other types of precedence
diagrams.
11.3Details of the Simulation Model
In this section I will present the details of the simulation model along with representative screen
shots of the software in action.
The model was set up to represent the flow of information through a precedence diagram (Figure
13). A token arriving at a 'workstation' means that it is ok to begin the task based on precedence
relations. Each workstation represents a work task that is to be completed. The modeling
software requires that buffers be inserted between work tasks to operate properly. Buffers do not
signify anything in the real world. Figure 13 is a Simul8 model of the precedence diagram from
Leach which was shown in Figure 10. The return loop from the project complete to the project
start serves to limit the number of projects within the model to one at a time.
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Figure 13. Simul8 model showing precedence network.
In the model in Figure 13, the project is started when one work item from the work entry point
and one item from the control buffer enter the work task labeled start. The start task is an
imaginary task that creates four information signals to be sent to each task with no predecessor
(Al, B2, C3, C4). These tasks have thus received approval to start based on precedence
constraints.
Tasks are still subject to resource constraints. If the required resource is available and the
precedence constraint is satisfied, the task may call the resource and begin work. Task resource
requirements are set in the following screen of the software for each 'workstation' (Figure 14 &
Figure 15).
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A resource that is simultaneously called between two workstations must decide which
workstation has priority. In Simul8 this is accomplished through the 'priority' function seen in
Figure 14. Work tasks with a higher priority number will receive resources prior to those with a
lower resource number. Work tasks can also be set to be interruptible if high priority work
becomes available. In this case, a resource would be reallocated and the lower level work task
put on hold until the resource completes the higher priority task.
Workstation task completion time is determined based on the assigned distribution. In Figure 14,
the window shows that task Al is using a distribution mu-5_med. This name corresponds to a
discrete distribution with a mean of five and a medium level of variability. As a token enters the
workstation, the software uses a Monte Carlo method to pick a sample from the distribution.
This sample is used to determine the processing time. In advanced simulation, different
combinations of resources and factors (multi-mode) could cause the software to reference
different distributions.
The model logs data to a spreadsheet for analysis through the use of several Visual Logic scripts.
These scripts record when and where resources are in use for the current simulation run. A gantt
chart (time based view) was then created to view the project results in a traditional form.
Resources are shown in rows while the time in five unit increments is shown in columns. The
color of the tasks is selected to show the common precedence branch thus all 'A' tasks are in
yellow. To achieve high resource utilization, the chart would be densely packed with work tasks.
In the chart shown in Figure 16, resources that are dedicated to the project are utilized only
roughly 50% of the time.
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Figure 16. Resource tracking chart.
The precedence diagram was varied to understand its impact on the control logic. In a linear
precedence diagram (Figure 17) with corresponding simple resource constraints, qualitatively we
know that supervisor's options to alter the schedule are limited. If one of the parallel branches
falls significantly behind, the supervisor may redirect resources to aid that line provided they
meet the qualifications required. Here the repercussions of transferring resources are easy to
understand.
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Figure 17. Linear precedence network example.
In a more complex precedence network such as that shown in Figure 18, the supervisor may not
fully understand the impact of resource shifts without assistance.
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1 1.4Difficulties and Limitations of Hypothesis Testing
The difficulties of executing the proposed hypothesis testing quickly surfaced when the
scheduling algorithms were attempted to be codified. These modeling issues can be separated
into how scheduling systems in practice differ from theory and difficulties with the modeling
software itself.
Since each of the scheduling systems is based on the same precedence diagram they all should
generate similar baseline schedules when implemented properly. The difference between a model
of Boeing's bar chart system and that of TPS is nonexistent. A critical chain based schedule
although based on the same precedence diagram prefers to schedule tasks as late as possible. In
a production environment many of the reasons for late start scheduling are avoided and instead
reducing WIP is the main reason. The small shift from early to late start is too minimal a benefit
to be concerned with at this point. Thus all schedules are essentially similar.
Heuristic rules of thumb were difficult to translate into a simulation model. Methods for
selecting between jobs were easy to formulate provided both jobs were ready to begin work. If a
worker (resource) is available to perform work and a job is available, the worker will start work.
A short time late, a second job which is high priority becomes available. Making the worker
switch to a high priority task is easy, but developing a way to keep him from selecting it when
another task is almost available proved a challenge.
One of the most significant benefits and differentiators between shop floor control strategies is
its role as a decision support tool to aid schedule recovery. Complex human in loop modeling or
simulation games played by experts would be required to fully understand the impact of the
decision support provided by each of the shop floor control systems. Such modeling may or may
not add significant value when compared to simple real world trial installations.
11 5 Results
The results of the simulation support the intuitive and logical conclusions drawn earlier. The
effect of work task completion time distributions was found to be insignificant. Improving
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worker flexibility and instituting teamwork improves system performance. Critical chain was
found to better manage highly variable systems when compared to more rigid systems such as
bar charting and TPS.
11.5.1 Effect of Work Task Completion Time Distribution
Although we can logically argue in favor of a lognormal distribution for task completion times,
what if tasks were distributed in another manner? Would that significantly affect results? To
evaluate this question, we ran the model based on the precedence diagram shown in Figure 10
with various task completion time distributions including uniform, normal, and lognormal.
Table 2 shows the negligible difference caused by using a normal or lognormal distribution.
Normal Distribution Lognormal Distribution
Variation Low Med High Low Med High
Median 85.47 85.79 86.66 85.44 85.67 86.41
average 89.19 89.07 89.25 89.17 89.01 89.13
std. dev 7.46 8.03 8.92 7.46 8.00 8.92
co. varA-1 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.10
min 79.56 75.93 72.36 79.77 76.50 73.87
max 104.94 108.24 113.39 104.99 108.36 113.68
range 25.38 32.31 41.03 25.22 31.86 39.81
Table 2. Effect of task completion time distributions.
This data is supported by the central limit theorem whereby the combination of a series of
arbitrary probability distributions approaches a normal distribution. Because of this, we can run
our simulations with any distribution without concern for affecting the results.
11.5.2 Effect of Worker Flexibility and Teamwork
The common operations strategy of risk pooling can be applied to workers in a factory. As
shown in the current reality tree, workers are a source of significant variability even during
relatively steady production. To reduce the effect of this variability on the system, we can pool
risk through making workers more flexible and by simplifying jobs such that more workers are
capable of completing them. This reduces the constraint of specific skilled workers being
required to be assigned to specific tasks.
In the simulation model, the effect of labor pooling was done by establishing a pooled resource.
All tasks within the system would then call a singe unit from the pooled resource rather than a
specific resource.
Introducing teamwork in addition worker flexibility in the simulation would greatly increase
throughput in a system since previously underutilized workers can now be nearly fully utilized.
In our simulation a simple linear throughput improvement is used to model the addition of a
worker to a task. For example a task that took 20 minutes with one worker, now takes 10
minutes with two workers of 5 minutes with four workers.
In the simulation model, teamwork was modeled by increasing the limit on the number of
workers allowed at a single work station. In the case called double teaming, one to two workers
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were allowed on a specific task, while in the maximum teamwork case, all workers could work
on a single task.
Table 3 below shows the results based on the precedence diagram shown in Figure 10 (page 33).
Non-Labor Pooling Pooled Labor Pooled and Double Teamed Pooled and Teamed (Max)
Variation Low Med High Low Med High Low Med High Low Med High
Median 90.00 96.00 99.00 77.00 78.00 78.00 42.50 44.50 46.00 35.20 35.60 35.20
average 92.62 97.96 101.19 77.77 79.47 80.97 42.63 45.34 47.02 35.30 35.77 35.56
std. dev 10.11 15.08 20.92 6.70 12.74 18.14 3.81 6.65 9.46 1.90 3.67 5.35
co. var-1 0.11 0.15 0.21 0.09 0.16 0.22 0.09 0.15 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.15
min 71.00 63.00 59.00 57.00 46.00 40.00 33.50 30.00 27.50 29.40 26.00 22.40
max 128.00 156.00 174.00 99.00 126.00 145.00 58.50 72.50 82.00 40.60 48.00 52.00
range 57.00 93.00 115.00 42.00 80.00 105.00 25.00 42.50 54.50 11.20 22.00 29.60
Table 3. Effect of teamwork and flexible workers.
Flexible resources dramatically reduce the impact of task variability on system performance. In
the non-labor pooling case, the low and high variation cases saw average throughput times of
92.6 and 101.2, for a difference of 8.6. In the pooling case, this same difference was reduced to
3.2. The impact of task variation is reduced primarily because the model is no longer dependent
on a few critical resources. If the model had been run with simulated absenteeism, the difference
between pooled and non-labor pooled would be even greater.
In a pooled and teamwork environment, we can see that even allowing two workers on a single
task can dramatically improve system performance. Likely the case of maximum teamwork is a
significant overestimation and should be treated as a lower bound as other resource constraints
such as physical space, tooling, etc. would prevent all workers from working the same task.
11.5.3 Effect of Scheduling Algorithm
Since implementing the logic for critical chain was very difficult in Simul8, an alternative
simulation program was used. The program PmSim by Throughput Technologies was made for
the Goldratt Institute as a teaching tool for critical chain. The software runs off a text input file
that describes the project including the critical chain, the precedence network, the task
distributions, and the resources. By comparing the Simul8 model to the critical chain model we
can evaluate the effect of the scheduling algorithm.
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Figure 19. Screenshot from PmSim software.
Although the PmSim software conducts a Monte Carlo style simulation of the project for 1000
trials, the only results of the simulation are graphical in nature and thus a precise comparison
versus the quantitative Simul8 model was not possible.
The simulation showed that the critical chain model performed better under higher variation than
did no control. 'No Control' constrains the simulation to follow the precedence network, but
provides no additional information or strategy for selecting or scheduling tasks. When
comparing no control to the simple strategy of priority control (Table 4) whereby workstations
are assigned a higher priority depending on if they are on the critical chain, we can see that
priority control reduces the average project completion time moderately (-8%). This gain in
average performance came at the expense of a significant increase in completion variability.
Variation Low Med High Low Med High Low Med High
average 99.71 99.31 98.37 91.85 91.85 94.84 91.34 90.76 92.51
std. dev 7.30 7.75 8.62 10.89 10.89 13.69 8.50 9.20 15.60
co. varA-1 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.09 0.10 0.17
min 79.56 75.93 72.36 63.00 63.00 57.00 71.00 69.00 55.00
max 108.99 111.64 115.80 124.00 124.00 137.00 117.00 125.00 143.00
range 29.43 35.71 43.44 61.00 61.00 80.00 46.00 56.00 88.00
Table 4. Comparison of no simulation control versus priority control and critical chain 0 .
Figure 20 below, shows the output histogram for the no control scheduler under the three
variability cases. Figure 21, shows the output histogram from the PmSim simulator. As shown,
the no control schedule's average completion time of -100 is significantly longer than the
average of the critical chain simulation of -89-93. Implementing pure priority control, a step
10 Critical chain simulation data is pulled from graphical reports from PMSim and thus is not precise. Standard
deviation was estimated for critical chain by placing the min and max values at the 99.95%ile values since the
number of simulations was one thousand.
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towards critical chain, improves average processing time performance to nearly critical chain
levels but does so at the expense of process time variability.
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Figure 20. Example results from Simul8 "no control" scheduler.
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Figure 21. Example PmSim (CCPM) results.
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11.6Areas for Future Study
There are many areas identified that would be suitable for future operations research studies. A
more robust model that can easily switch between scheduling methods would be desirable.
Obviously the method of comparing results between two modeling packages is questionable
since there may be additional differences due to the software itself. Additionally the graphical
comparisons between the programs rather than a hard numerical comparison are less than ideal.
A model that demonstrates schedule recovery with human in the loop could more closely
resemble the actual performance of the schedules and control strategies in practice than the
theoretical comparisons made herein.
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12 Literature Review
While many books and articles discuss and recommend a particular method of factory
management, no research was found specifically comparing and contrasting the scheduling and
shop floor control methods discussed in this thesis. At best, limited research has been done
comparing the methods of lean production and fixed scheduling with critical chain or dynamic
scheduling. Here we will review prior research to see how it relates to the work presented in this
thesis.
Goldratt as the creator of the Theory of Constraints and Critical Chain Project Management was
the first to compare lean manufacturing, Total Quality Management, and Theory of Constraints.
In his book titled Theory of Constraints, Goldratt illustrates how all three methods attempt to
solve the same core conflict although by emphasizing different means (117-119). Goldratt
however does not evaluate the differences in factory scheduling that arise from the various
philosophies.
Herroelen, Leus, and Demeulemeester have published numerous papers on the subject of project
management including specific papers on critical chain. In their paper titled, "Critical Chain
Project Scheduling: Do Not Oversimplify" the authors convincingly show that the schedule
created depends on the heuristic used through an illustrative sample problem comparing the
optimally solved resource constrained project schedule to a ProChain (CCPM) solution to that of
Microsoft Project. Additionally they show that the baseline schedule under critical chain is still
dependent on the method used to generate the baseline schedule (51).
Additional research has been done comparing critical chain to other methods of project
scheduling and control including no control (first come first serve), highest queue priority for
minimum slack time activities (MinSLK), and constant number of projects in process (ConPIP)
(Cohen 44). Cohen poses the choice between methods as a management choice between
resource utilization and project throughput time. Generally the higher the resource utilization we
have, the longer the throughput time. For highly loaded systems, the alternative strategy of
MinSLK was quantitatively shown to outperform critical chain since it adaptively determines the
critical path and thus is a dynamic scheduler (Cohen 47). Cohen does not discuss real world
implementations or implications of any scheduling methods modeled.
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13 System Recommendations
The selection of the optimal scheduling method to be applied should be based on the product and
the manufacturing strategy of the company to ensure proper fit. Based on both the qualitative
and quantitative analysis, critical chain should be used for scheduling and shop floor control for
aircraft assembly due to the variability in the system and Boeing's strategy of accommodating
the variability created by an integral product design with product variety.
Critical Chain is a low cost method for managing the factory and providing the much needed
decision support for factory supervisors and workers. The system is quickly adaptable to
changes in production rate and resource levels thus improving factory flexibility and reducing
changeover costs. Organizationally, critical chain has proven it will reduce overhead costs
associated with bar chart creation and maintenance through reduced overhead labor needs as on
the F/A-22. Critical chain implementation should prove straightforward and can be rolled out in
a phased implementation by product line and facility. This phased rollout will allow a core
implementation team to assist with each implementation, speeding adopting and leveraging
group learning.
Computationally, critical chain is a powerful enough solution that we can skip the complexity of
a true stochastic resource constrained project scheduling algorithm. Herroelen writes:
Given the complexity and the moderate research progress of stochastic resource-
constrained project scheduling, the idea of constructing and protecting a mean
activity duration-based precedence and resource-feasible deterministic baseline
schedule is sound. It often is the best thing one can hope for and rely on from a
computational point of view (Herroelen 58).
To create and implement critical chain the following actions need to be taken:
1. Develop the full airplane precedence network. This must be created as a team with
members from airplane programs (design), manufacturing, shop floor employees,
industrial engineers, and partners.
2. Create a critical chain based control system and schedule based on commercial
software for the entire airplane as a unit.
3. Provide training and support to stakeholders prior to implementation.
Changing the shop floor control system will provide many benefits but to ensure the shift to the
future reality tree there are several additional changes that should be made. The following
injections to the current reality tree to help support the transformational change and improve
operational efficiency (the current reality tree undesirable effect that the injection addresses is
also shown, see appendix for the current reality trees):
1. Standardized work - Creating standardized work at lower levels will be a significant
task and jobs selected for standardization must be assessed carefully based on
difficulty, importance, and frequency. Standardized work should include a step by
step instruction sheet with simplified installation sketches and actual pictures. The
creation of such standards will reduce tribal knowledge, will help new employees
learn jobs faster, and will improve quality. (UDE 210, 215, 340,)
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2. Simplified task complexity - through simplified tasks, more workers will be able to
perform a given job with less training. (UDE 210)
3. Standardized job length - even in a critical chain environment, the chain will be
measured in hours or in jobs complete along the critical chain. To improve the
resolution and validity of the system, job lengths must be standardized within a
narrower band. For example, all jobs could be designed to fit within 2-3 hours thus
providing greater meaning to the notion of jobs behind schedule. (UDE 125)
4. Self directed work teams - should help ease the management and union relationship
while removing much of one layer of salaried factory management. This should also
invoke more team pressure on low performers to meet the team's expectations. (UDE
310, 325)
5. Kitting - will reduce the non-value added time workers spend off the airplane
searching for parts, tools, and instructions. Boeing has made significant progress in
this area already, and it should continue such efforts. (UDE 405, 415, 425, 430, 435,
725)
6. Feeder lines - will supply ready to install subassemblies onto the airplane. To
improve product velocity in the factory, as much work as possible should be done off
the airplane and supplied to the line just in time for assembly. (UDE 420)
7. Tie support and engineering to the line - to reduce the variability of rework
response time, support organizations need to be closely tied to the line. Additionally,
ties between engineering and the line need to be strengthened to improve the process
of continuous improvement. The 737 moving line has demonstrated success in
closely linking support organizations and engineering to the line. (UDE 520, 530,
555)
8. Pre-engineered work solutions - Are predetermined and pre-approved workarounds
for expected deviations from engineering drawings. Having these solutions available
in the factory eliminates the need to bring in engineering on every minor deviation
thus reducing the delay to production. (UDE 520, 555)
9. Special job skill codes - can be used as a tool to prevent excessive seniority based
bumping during downsizing. This option must be evaluated carefully since special
job codes may further reduce flexibility. (UDE 600)
10. Reduced work statement - due to the new partnering strategy will reduce the work
done in the Boeing factory thus reducing the ergonomic burden on an aging Boeing
workforce. (UDE 720)
11. Electronic records - reduces wasted rework due to lost or incomplete paper records.
(UDE 205)
12. 3-D model is the master - will eliminate the need to create drawings and will
eliminate the risk of following outdated paper drawings in the factory. Traditional
paper drawings used in the factory must be replaced with some form of standardized
work instructions.
13. Variable aircraft pricing - seeks to reduce demand fluctuation by reducing prices in
periods of low demand (or raising prices in periods of high demand) thus reducing the
variability imposed on the factory. The effectiveness of this approach in commercial
aircraft should be further investigated. (UDE 630)
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14 Organizational Analysis
Regardless of how beneficial an idea, technology, or process may be, if it cannot be implemented
it is worthless. To ensure that the recommendations listed in previous sections are successfully
implemented at Boeing, we must carefully analyze the organizational fit, potential sources of
resistance, and craft an implementation strategy.
14.1 Tools for Organizational Analysis
To properly assess the suggested change initiatives we need a full understanding of the context in
which these changes take place. To do this, we use two tools for organizational analysis:
1) Framework for Analyzing Workgroups (McCaskey)
2) The Three Lenses For Organizational Analysis (Ancona)
The Framework for Analyzing Workgroups (Exhibit 7 & Exhibit 8) is a tool that shows how
group performance and behavior are affected by three design criteria: the people, the tasks
assigned, and the organization. The context sets the background for the organization while the
culture and the performance are outputs of the organization. This tool is especially useful in
analyzing change methodology since it highlights potential difficulties.
The three lenses for organizational analysis provide three distinct viewpoints for studying an
organization. The strategic lens focuses our analysis on the goals, tasks, strategy, strategic
groupings, and linking and alignment mechanisms of an organization. The political lens focuses
our analysis on power, the stakeholders, and the individual's underlying interests within an
organization. The cultural lens shifts our analysis to the symbols, stories, attitudes, and beliefs
held within an organization.
14.2Framework for Analyzing Workgroups
Using the framework for analyzing workgroups we can compare the current organization to that
which fits the proposed operating model. Exhibit 7& Exhibit 8 show the framework for
analyzing workgroups applied to Boeing. Desired future behaviors, tasks, etc. are listed in italics
based on the proposed changes, while original (now replaced) characteristics of the system are
shown struck through.
Using the framework we see the significance of the change. Design changes to the organization
are being made in all three sectors, the people, work tasks, and organization in hopes that these
changes will lead to a shift in the culture and performance if properly executed via the suggested
implementation process.
Context - Both the Boeing factory and product development are based in a similar context.
Competitive pressure is increasing, in house manufacturing and design is shrinking, and staff has
suffered numerous rounds of layoffs. The hopes of the company are riding on the success of the
787 currently in product development.
People - The people in the organization are highly experienced with an average age of close to
50. Many employees are 2nd or 3rd generation Boeing employees. In both the factory and
development, management is typically hired from the rank and file rather than from external
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sources. In the factory, experienced supervisors are able to manage well under the existing
system, while new supervisors or recently relocated supervisors often have an extended learning
period. Post change implementation, all supervisors should be able to perform well regardless of
their experience level. Also in the factory a shift from specialized workers to general workers
will help relax system constraints and thus improve system flexibility. In development, the
increasing importance of industrial engineers will require tighter control over the job selection
process to screen non-degreed candidates to ensure a high quality group capable of leading
through the change process.
Task Requirements - The factory will experience significant change in task requirements. The
biggest shift is from being an independent worker to part of a team. We will explore more of the
effects of this change later. Work tasks will become smaller and will require less learning to
complete. This change will support the flexibility demanded of the people in the organization.
Work schedules will be created in product development based on critical chain methods. Factory
control will also be performed through critical chain.
Formal Organization - The factory will shift from its focus on jobs behind schedule to
managing based on progress along the critical chain as shown in a fever chart. New employees
for 787 manufacturing will be carefully screened to ensure fit with the new work system and
culture.
Culture - The output of the desired changes will be the new Boeing culture, a culture of
teamwork, ready to experiment, and pressured by a strong sense of urgency.
Outcomes - Based on the changes to the design factors and the shifting culture, we expect the
outcomes of the organization to lead to reduced costs and a more flexible work system due to the
improved decision support systems.
14.3 The Three Lenses for Organizational Analysis
14.3.1 Strategic Lens
The strategic lens focuses our analysis on the goals, tasks, strategy, strategic groupings, and
linking and alignment mechanisms of an organization.
The company's vision of "people working together as a global enterprise for aerospace
leadership" is supported by three core competencies (Boeing Web Vision 2016):
1) Detailed customer knowledge and focus
2) Large-scale system integration
3) Lean enterprise
The project is strategically aligned to the company's stated competency of a lean enterprise
through continuous improvement of operations. This alignment helps the project gain support
and opens the necessary doors for information gathering.
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The Boeing company is a matrixed organization, where groups are organized by product and by
function. For example the 787 airplane is one product team that owns the design, development,
and manufacturing of the airplane. Within the 787 Airplane Program, there are 5 Life Cycle
Product Teams (LCPTs): wing, empennage, and gear; fuselage; systems; propulsion, and Final
Assembly and Delivery. Functional teams including the Domain Teams and Technology
Transfer cut across the product groups and help establish tools and best practices across the
product teams to ensure common processes. The concept of Domain Teams is new for the 787
airplane.
Although the scope of the project fit within the Domain team's organization, the project was
incubated in an LCPT. In fact much of the work of the project was a task assigned to a Domain
Team. This fit with how the Airplane Programs and the LCPT worked. The LCPTs often
viewed the Domain Teams as ineffectual and assigned their own resources to duplicate the
efforts assigned to the Domain Teams. This position was repeated during our LFM Leadership
class where our sponsored Boeing student said that it was Boeing's method to have 'internal
competition' for work.
Despite a plethora of meetings, Domain Teams were often viewed as being out of touch with the
needs of the Airplane Programs. This distanced relationship was solidified when the Domain
Teams were physically moved from co-located facilities to an offsite location to make room for
Airplane Program growth.
Changes to the structure of the organization required for the success of the project are significant.
The proposed changes include shifts in measurement systems and rewards, job size and
complexity, and the implementation of critical chain project management
Strategic changes in the factory are also significant. The establishment of a new role of team
leader will elevate one union worker per zone to a supervisor like status. This approach is
currently used on F/A-22 with significant success. Supervisors will shift upstream and will
cover several zones thus reducing a layer of management in the factory. To ensure the needed
support is available in a rapid response mode, several support organizations will need to closer
linked to the line.
Finally, critical chain scheduling and control will replace Boeing's traditional barchart method.
The barchart method which focuses on individual control code operation will be replaced by a a
full airplane critical chain schedule. This is a large shift in mindset from local deadlines to a full
airplane model.
14.3.2 Political Lens
The political lens focuses our analysis on power, the stakeholders, and the individual's
underlying interests within an organization.
The project was created by an LFM alumnus and was supported by LFMs and LFM champions
throughout the organization. Although this created great political support for the project, it
simultaneously generated some minor resistance to the special project status. Due to the limited
interactions with Boeing employees on my project, this was a negligible source of resistance.
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Airplane Programs hold and have historically held power within the organization. Since airplane
design is the most interesting and technically challenging it has continued to attract the best
talent within the company. The remaining employees flow to such cross product groups such as
supplier management, purchasing, and the Domain Teams. In fact many of the members of the
Production Operations Domain Team came from the highly criticized DCAC/MRM (MRP)
implementation that nearly shut down several production facilities. Finance is currently growing
its power base in the organization.
The proposed changes to the manufacturing system shift several bases of power within the
company. Any focus on manufacturing or manufacturing linkages to design increases
manufacturing's power in the airplane programs. A complete structural revision to the division
of work and the factory planning system shifts power from airplane programs towards
manufacturing. Politically this is a tenuous situation since airplane programs have traditionally
held power within the organization.
Experienced shop floor managers and workers may see the project as an attempt to devalue their
experience with the old system. For this reason, these individuals must be handled carefully
during the change and may even serve as experts in the guiding coalition to reduce the potential
of alienation.
The creation of team leaders will shift power from the supervisors to the union team leaders.
This may smooth union management relations over time, but initially may cause some problems
due to the shrinking number of salaried factory management positions available.
Finally, the industrial engineers will see a double shift in power. During implementation and the
development of precedence networks and critical chain schedules, industrial engineers will see
an increase in power. After implementation, only a reduced presence of industrial engineers is
required so a decrease in power is likely as the number of individuals in that function decrease.
Implementation will take some time if the system is rolled out Boeing wide, thus mitigating the
risk of putting oneself out of a job.
Control code scheduling relies on the paradigm that crane moves between control codes is sacred.
The 787 has the opportunity to break this mindset when it shifts to full airplane scheduling. The
shift will pull power from the crane operators, subjugating their schedule to that of the airplane.
14.3.3 Cultural Lens
The cultural lens shifts our analysis to the symbols, stories, attitudes, and beliefs held within an
organization.
The project illustrates Boeing's cultural commitment to the LFM program and to revising
production methods. Central to the project is the idea of questioning lean manufacturing's
applicability to aircraft manufacturing. This tenet may generate some cultural resistance in the
engineering and management ranks due to the company's historical emphasis of lean
manufacturing. Worse yet, such an attack on lean manufacturing may attract supporters who had
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been fighting to retain the status quo, hardly supporters who are ready to implement the massive
change suggested.
The project was a visible project to the company leadership but was a stealth project to those
most likely to be impacted. The project was highly autonomous, and as such no introductions
were made without a request.
Instilling a sense of urgency at Boeing will be one of the more difficult challenges of cultural
change. Most employees are quite complacent saying things like, "no one would ever let Boeing
go out of business." As we will see later, this sense of urgency is critical to the change process.
In the manufacturing ranks, the project will see significant resistance as it attempts to shift
workers from a craftsman mindset into that of standardized work. Along these lines, workers
will be asked to change from individual work and self scheduling to teamwork.
Culturally, the creation of a team leader will be challenging. Never before has a union worker
been in a near supervisory role. Hopefully the blend of union and management will mend
relations between the two parties.
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15 Leading the Change
The change strategy supported during the internship was that of top down leadership from
multiple complimentary organizations. Presentations were made to executives in Technology
Transfer and Airplane Programs in addition to those in the LFM network. Despite identifying
the project as semi-counter to lean, executives embraced the views supported by my work and
were very interested in action steps for implementation and change management. The following
section will focus on change strategies recommended for Boeing in implementing the suggested
shop floor control system.
Shifting the culture of Boeing from Everett's current climate to that more closely resembling that
of the F/A-22 will be a difficult challenge. From the Framework for Analyzing Workgroups, we
know that culture is an output of a system dependent upon the environmental context, the people,
the formal organizational, and the task requirements. Changes to every factor can be used to
shift the culture output of the system.
A successful change process can be broken down into eight stages. These stages are outlined in
the book Leading Change by John P. Kotter as:
1. Establishing a sense of urgency
2. Creating the guiding coalition
3. Developing a vision and strategy
4. Communication the change vision
5. Empowering employees for broad based action
6. Generating short term wins
7. Consolidating gains and producing more change
8. Anchoring new approaches in the culture
These steps are nearly duplicated by Kanter, Stein, and Jick in their 1992 book The Challenge of
Organizational Change. Goldratt sees change as needing to overcome six layers of resistance
whereby people:
1. Don't agree on the problem
2. Agree on problem, don't agree on the direction of solution
3. Don't agree that the solution fixes problem
4. Agree that the solution fixes problem but causes additional problems
5. Agree that solution fixes problem but believe huge obstacles prevent implementation
6. Have unverbalized fears
Here we will see that Goldratt's layers of resistance will be overcome through the change
process outlined by Kotter.
15.1 Establishing a Sense of Urgency
The first step in changing the culture is creating a sense of urgency in the organization. Urgency
will help people to agree that there are problems within the organization and that one problem in
particular is of the utmost importance (Goldratt's first layer of resistance).
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People within the 787 organization and within manufacturing must understand how critical the
situation is for reducing manufacturing costs. Management would do well to help feed the sense
of urgency (Kotter 44) by internally publishing Airbus product orders and other information
showing Airbus as a serious competitor. For example, a Boeing Frontiers (internal magazine)
issue on why customers selected Airbus products over Boeing on several recent orders or a head
to head product comparison provided by Airbus marketers. The continued rhetoric of Airbus
government subsidies fuels internal complacency and although perhaps legitimate, should be
directed externally to the WTO rather than internally.
Problems with the current manufacturing system need to be highlighted. In 1996 when Boeing
was seeing record demand and failed to sufficiently ramp up to meet demand, it brought great
attention to bear on the manufacturing system. One of the responses to the production failure
was a radical change in the way that Boeing produces aircraft, namely it served as a kick start to
lean production and the moving line. Boeing may need to develop an artificial crisis to create the
sense of urgency required to make another major change to its production system.
Additional methods of increasing the sense of urgency include cutting corporate excesses such as
meetings with lunch provided and executive dining rooms, and by setting performance goals that
require breakthrough thinking such as a 50% decrease in manufacturing costs.
15.2 Creating the Guiding Coalition
The second stage of change is creating a guiding coalition. In this step it is important to gather a
strong group of individual supporters that include powerful individuals, "in terms of titles,
information and expertise, reputations and relationships, and the capacity for leadership" (Kotter
6). For Boeing, this would mean securing individuals including:
- Alan Mulally, President Boeing Commercial Airplanes
- Scott Strode, 787 Vice President Manufacturing and Quality
- Steve Westby, Vice President Commercial Airplanes Manufacturing
- Greg Southern, 787 Final Assembly & Delivery Team Leader
- Steve Holt, TOC Guru
- George Masters, F/A-22 Industrial Engineering Manager
- Mary Dowell, 777 Factory Superintendent (Moving Line Visionary)
- Key union representatives from both the IAM (factory) and SPEEA (engineering)
- Industrial engineers
- Factory managers
- Mechanics
- Production support
15.3Developing a Vision and Strategy
The third stage according to Kotter is creating a shared vision for the future of shop floor control.
Building off these recommendations and those of other Boeing employees, Senior Management
needs to create and convey a clear vision to all stakeholders. This process was done quite well
on the 737 moving line by Mary Dowell. Today in fact her vision is so strong, almost
dangerously so, that many employees don't question why the airplane moves and only blindly
accept that it is necessary. The power of vision seeks to unify all employees toward a common
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goal using a common language. This phase will take the organization past Goldratt's second
level of resistance to change.
The vision for shop floor control comes from the basic questions of a management system:
1. Where are we?
2. Where do we need to focus?
3. When will we finish?
4. How will we impact or be impacted by others?
Using these questions we see that bar charts, although used for more than 80 years, only clearly
answer a few of these questions. The proposed system based on of critical chain scheduling
answers all of these questions easily.
The strategy for implementing the vision also needs to be concrete. Based on the framework for
analyzing workgroups, we see that changes must be made to the people, the task requirements,
and the formal organization in both the factory and product development. In the factory, a major
shift from individual work and job specialization to worker flexibility and teamwork is required.
To support this change in the organization, measures and rewards must change, new workers
must be screened for vision compatibility, and tasks must be simplified to reduce the required
level of specialization.
15.4 Communicating the Vision
After creating this compelling vision with the guiding coalition, you must share the vision with
everyone in the organization. Kotter states that most often companies fail to communicate the
vision sufficiently by a factor of 10 to 1,000 (Kotter 9). Communicating the vision should take
place through a multitude of forms including memos, newsletters, meetings, town halls, and
informal interactions. This communication must paint a picture of the desired state of the
organization. Repeating the message of the vision over and over will allow it to sink in to
peoples' thought processes. Finally, the vision must be clear and must be supported by
consistent actions of management.
For Boeing, this vision can best be communicated through field trips to visit the F/A-22 site
currently running critical chain or through temporary employee rotation onto the F/A-22 team.
Even small numbers of 'infected' individuals who have been exposed to the critical chain
environment will help spread the vision back to the 787 team. Additional communication efforts
should include the intranet, email, the Boeing Frontiers magazine, town hall meetings, and
informal employee gatherings.
15.5 Empowering Employees for Broad Based Action
Once driven towards a shared vision, employees must be empowered to take any action
consistent with that vision. To achieve this aim, barriers to implementation must be removed
such as the personnel and information systems, a lack of skills, or management hierarchy.
"Whenever structural barriers are not removed in a timely way, the risk is that employees will
become so frustrated that they will sour in the entire transformational effort" (Kotter 106).
For Boeing the easy solutions are to provide training regarding the new system and the impetus
for change. This training will provide the necessary skills to the end users to assure that they
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know how the system is to function. Boeing can assign dedicated support resources to ease the
transition to the new system. Additionally, Boeing must ensure that the personnel evaluation,
compensation, and promotion systems are consistent with the new vision. Supervisors and
managers who undercut the needed change, must be counseled quickly and decisively.
15.6 Generating Short Term Wins
As the team begins to work towards the vision, validation of the strategy in the form of short
term wins is extremely important for building confidence. Short term wins will disable skeptics
and provide evidence to support the long term strategy. These wins need three things to be most
effective (Kotter 121):
1. It must be visible to a large number of individuals within the organization.
2. The results must be explicit.
3. The win must clearly relate to the shared vision.
Boeing should look for the areas within the factory where implementations can easily succeed.
These successes should then be communicated to the entire factory to help build momentum. A
staged implementation yields nearly continuous short term wins. To demonstrate the power of
critical chain on the 787 program, more implementations should be rolled out across the factory
to existing production lines prior to 787 launch. These implementations will serve as a training
ground for the implementation team while improving factory operations. These short term wins
may even prove more challenging to achieve than the 787 implementation since we are altering
only one of the organizational design factors where there is tight organizational fit.
15.7 Consolidating Gains and Producing More Change
In this stage the key is to maintain the "critical momentum" in the organization to prevent relapse
(Kotter 133). To maintain the momentum the sense of urgency needs to remain elevated and the
distance to the vision must be re-communicated. Gains from the short term wins should be
leveraged to take on larger change projects.
As Boeing succeeds in implementing critical chain on current production products, a pull will be
felt from the 787 program asking for it to become the standard for the program. This pull will
increase the adoption rate of the change.
15.8Anchoring new approaches in the culture
The final stage of a change effort involves sustaining the gain through cultural compatibility. As
we see in the framework for analyzing workgroups, culture is the output of the people, their tasks,
and the formal organization. Provided all steps in the change process have been followed, the
culture should naturally shift to the envisioned state. Ways to prevent relapse include the
elimination of traditional reporting metrics.
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16 Conclusions
The production control strategy for an enterprise must reflect the level of variability expected in
the system. Systems with low variability can operate under fixed scheduling systems while those
under higher variability need more flexible systems such as critical chain or dynamic scheduling.
Because of this dependence on variability, the control method utilized may be different across
the organization and throughout the supply chain.
Critical chain scheduling and shop floor control is the recommended method for managing
Boeing's commercial airplane assembly operations. Specific recommendations regarding the
change initiative and other supporting actions to improve operational effectiveness were also
provided.
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Exhibit 3. Airplane worktime variability current reality tree.
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Exhibit 7. Framework for Analyzing Workgroups applied to the Boeing Factory.
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Exhibit 8. Framework for Analyzing Workgroups applied to Product Development.
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18 Glossary of Terms
bar chart - Boeing's traditional visual factory management system.
CCPM - abbreviation for critical chain project management
critical chain - the longest path through a resource and precedence constrained project
control code - geographic sub-area of the factory where production takes place. Control codes
include areas such as wing majors, wing body join, and forward systems installation.
fever chart - a buffer incursion graphical report that shows the rate of buffer consumption
versus rate of critical chain completion
flexed capacity - adding or subtracting resources to alter the factory capacity (e.g. overtime
labor to increase output).
heijunka - load leveling, a counter measure developed by Toyota for handling product
variability
IE - industrial engineer
jobs-behind-schedule - the manufacturing metric that illustrates adherence to schedule. The
greater the number of jobs behind the schedule, the further behind work is.
learning curve - the observation that task time decreases with cumulative production volume
ME - methods engineer
Mr. Chihiro Nakao - president of Shingijutsu
overbars - additional workers assigned to a work area that are assigned repair work or assist
with behind schedule work
moonshine shop - a special place in the factory designated to help employees quickly and
creatively develop solutions to common manufacturing challenges.
PS8 - commercially available critical chain software
poke-yoke - physical design and process details that prevent the production of defective work by
allowing only proper assembly.
sandbagging - signing on to multiple jobs and pushing them all to 95% before completing them
in rapid succession.
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Shingijutsu - consulting firm of former Toyota managers and executives that specialize in
implementing lean production
SWAG - acronym for supervisor's guesstimate for the number of jobs to be completed in a
given day
TPS - abbreviation for Toyota Production System
timepiece - Boeing proprietary software that performs finite capacity planning and scheduling
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